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SUMMARY 
Transonic Euler/Navier-Stokes computations are accomplished for wing-body flow fields using 
a computer program called Transonic Navier-Stokes (TNS). The wing-body grids are generated 
using a program called “ZONER,” which subdivides a coarse grid about a fighter-like aircraft 
configuration into smaller “zones,” which are tailored to local grid requirements. These zones can 
be either finely clustered for capture of viscous effects, or coarsely clustered for inviscid portions 
of the flow field. Different equation sets may be solved in the different zone types. This modular 
approach also affords the opportunity to modify a local region of the grid without. recomputing the 
global grid. This capability speeds up the design optimization process when quick modifications 
to the geometry definition are desired. The solution algorithm embodied in TNS is implicit, 
and is capable of capturing pressure gradients associated with shocks. The algebraic turbulence 
model employed has proven adequate for viscous interactions with moderate separation. Boundary 
conditions are treated explicitly with some necessary restrictions on the solution domain. Proof of 
concept has been demonstrated with solutions for a General Dynamics F-16A-like configuration. 
Comparison of computed pressure distributions to wind tunnel test data shows good quantitative 
agreement. Comparison of computed particle traces shows qualitative agreement with both wind 
tunnel and water tunnel flow visualization of vort,ical phenomena. These results confirm that 
the TNS program can successfully be used to simulate transonic viscous flows about complicated 
three-dimensional geometries. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Object ive 
For many years a goal of computational aerodynamicists has been to accurately comput,e 
the fluid flow around highly maneuverable aircraft configurations at, transonic speeds. This goal 
required solving tlie necessary set of equations within an adequately fine grid of solution points 
which would correctly capture the significant physical flow phenomena. This dissertation describes 
the transonic computation of the flow around a General Dynamics F-16A derived wing-strake- 
fuselage, using the thin-layer form of the Navier-Stokes equations, and the Euler equations. The 
computed solutions accurately portray the vortex interaction off the strake with the wing flow 
region at moderate angles of attack (fig. l),  and is a significant step toward achieving realistic 
flow-field simulation for high-performance aircraft. 
With full-aircraft configuration solutions achieved, including flow through inlets and exhausts 
and external stores properly gridded, several significant improvements to the aircraft design pro- 
cess will have been accomplished. First, since access to superconiputers is expanding at a sig- 
nificant rate, with the government, industry, and tlie academic community greatly increasing 
investment in this hardware, more designers and potential designers can use these tools for de- 
tailed aerodynamic evaluations. The pool of adequately equipped designers has been limited to 
date. Wind tunnels have been the the sole verification recourse to analytical niethods, which 
were limited to relatively simple shapes and uncomplicated flow regimes. Wind tunnels for full 
aircraft configuration evaluations, with their accompanying high expense for construction and op- 
eration, and required expertise to competently use, are well beyond the budgets and operational 
capabilities of all but the government and the largest airframe manufacturers. 
Second, the computational tool is versatile, in that it allows an easy reconfiguration of the 
aircraft being modeled, subject to the constraints and difficulties of grid generation and modifica- 
tion. Whereas major expense and time would be necessary forfhe reconfiguration of a comparably 
instrumented wind tumid iiiodel, a designer may easily reconfigure a mathematical model to try 
new and exotic configurations; this can now be accomplished without fear of tunnel blockage 
problems or model struct.ural prohibitions and without the need t.o lobby up the chain of coni- 
ziiand to finance reconfiguration for a high-risk design. In an era proceeding from close-coupled 
canard applications, forward-swept, and oblique wings, a forgiving design tool allows room to 
maneuver and experiment . 
d 
Third, because of wind tunnel wall interference, sting interference, and iIist,ruiiieiitatioii lim- 
itations, wind tunnels cannot, completely evaluate even some finalized concepts prior to flight, 
test, such as the inboard wing flow of the X-29 forward-swept wing aircraft. Though a sting or 
wing-tip wall mount can be designed to nlininlize interference for a given attitude, it will always 
require a mechanism for attachment. to the tunnel wall or floor, which will distort. the flow field. 
Exotic prograiiis such as magnetic suspension of niodels to allow sting-interference-free wind tun- 
ne1 testing have been discarded as impractical or exorbitantly expensive to develop, much less 
operate. Single-cable model suspension is routinely used for free-flight tests in the NASA Langley 
Research Center 30- by 60-ft wind tunnel, but the models are expensive and the testing process 
is iiianpower i:t ensive. The fu!l aircraft computational grid solves all these interference problems 
with increasing confidence in its accuracy, and at a progressively reasonable price. 
. 
h 
Possibly t.he most significant improvement to the design process rendered by computational 
solutions is the ease with which the data can be analysed and flow-field visualization obtained. 
The use of sophist.icated software on wnrkstations designed specifically for graphics represeiit.at,ion 
3 
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allows a fluids engineer with nlinimal graphics background the capability of easily displaying 
isolines, isosurfaces, particle traces, and a host of other information for an arbitrary solution. 
1.2 Background 
A Reynolds-averaged forin of the Navier-Stokes equations, which were first introduced by 
Navier (ref. 1)and Stokes (ref. 2) in the early 19th century, is eiiiployed in this study because it is 
the least complicated CFD forinulation necessary to represent tlie flow-field physics which occur 
in the current arena of high-performance aircraft aerodynamics. The choice of what solution 
set of aerodynamic equations to solve has, and will continue to be driven by tradeoffs between 
how accurately the physical processes will be captured for a geometry of given complexity versus 
computational cost. Chapman (ref. 3) made a thorough study of these tradeoffs in which he 
categorized four major stages of approximation to the full Navier-Stokes equations: (1) linearized 
inviscid, ( 2 )  nonlinear inviscid, ( 3 )  Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes, and (4) full Navier-Stokes 
c 
I (with specified limitatioiis). 
The Stage 1 approximation was the siniplist arid earliest. employed to compute aerodynamic 
properties for complex geometries. Typically termed “paneling methods,” because the geoiiietry 
is modeled by contiguous surface panels, this approach uses the potential wave equation. For 
comparison the full Navier-Stokes equations conserve inass, moiiieiit uiii and energy and use 60 
partial derivative terms in three dimensions. The potential equation, which represents a trun- 
cation of the earlier paragraph, may be derived from mass coiiservat ion with an irrotationality 
assumption, or from iiioiiieiituiii conservation, and uses only three partial derivative terms in three 
dimensions. This approach has been successfully applied to conipute subsonic flow over bodies 
without flow separation to provide pressure distributions, lift, vortex drag arid side forces. It can 
also provide wave drag computation for supersonic flow over slender bodies. The utility of this ap- 
proach is demonstrated by calculation of Space Shuttle Orbiter/B747 separation studies (ref. 4), 
and F-4 store separation calculations (ref. 5 ) .  The primary limitations are the assumptions of 
irrotationality and inviscid and isentropic flow. 
The Stage 2 approximation, which in full formulation is also known as the Euler equations, - contains 27 of the partial derivative terms of the full Navier-Stokes equations, dropping only the 
viscous terms. This approach can successfully be used to simulate flow fields including nonisen- 
tropic processes such as strong shocks, as long as the Reynolds number is relatively high and the 
flow-field is essentially free of boundary-layer separat,ion. For full-scale aircraft or wind t uiixiel 
evaluations, the Reynolds nuniber condition is typically satisfied, but the separation limitation is 
a significant restriction on tlie applicability of this niethod. Calculatioiis of transonic flow-fields 
around an F-16A geometry in a companion st4udy (ref. G )  have had liiiiited success in properly 
capturing shock phenomena. Although Euler iiietliocfs will generate a vortex near a sharp edged 
surface at, incidence to freestreain flow (ref. T ) ,  this occiirreiice is viewed as fortuitous and mislead- 
ing. This vortex disappears with grid refiiieiiieiit., and when present. produces spurious vorticity 
and entropy (ref. 8). Since an essential aspect of F-16 high angle-of-attack maneuvering perfor- 
mance is tlie proper capture of strake and wing generated vortices, the Euler equations are by 
themselves inadequate. 
, 
l 
r( 
C%apman’s St age 3 approxiiliation represents the most coiiiplicat.ed foriiiu€ation of the Navier- 
Stokes equations which niay be currently computed for coiiiplex geometries. The Reynolds- 
averaged Navier-Stokes equations contain all 60 partial derivative teriiis of the full Navier-Stokes 
equations. They are averaged over a time interval which is small coiiipared to the mean changes in  
tlie flow-field, but large coiiipared to tlie turbulent edtly fluctuations. Since the coiiiyutatioiial grit1 
cannot, with present computers, be made fine enough to capture the smallest, scales associated 
with the these turbulent eddies, models must be used to siiiiulate the turbulent interactions 
(ref. 9). This modeling process is the Achilles heel of St-age 3 calculations. Most current solutions 
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of complicated geometries utilize a simple eddy viscosity model, typically the one developed by 
Baldwin and Lomax (ref. 10). This model has proven versatile for three-dimensional Navier- 
Stokes applications, but is limited to  flows of moderate separation. Turbulence models which 
utilize a single differential equation for turbulence kinetic energy, or two differential equations 
which compute turbulence kinetic energy and another property, such as the turbulence energy 
dissipation rate, are termed one-equation and two-equation models, respectively. It is thought 
that these more expensive models compute skin friction drag more accurately, but they have not 
been widely accepted. Johnson and King (ref. 11) have developed a less expensive formulation 
based on Reynolds shear stress that may capture massive separation accurately at  only a modest 
increase in computational cost above algebraic models. Successful computation of complicated 
three-dimensional flow-fields is a recent phenomena, with examples including the supercritical- 
wing flow calculations of Holst et al. (ref. 12) and Kaynak et al. (ref. 13), the elliptic missile 
computations of Newsome and Adains (ref. 14), the X24-B computations of Shang and Scherr 
(ref. 15) and the airliner wing-fuselage calculations of Fuji and Obayashi (ref. 16). Shuttle- 
like flows were computed by Fuji and Kutler (ref. 17),  and what were probably the first full 
aircraft configuration flow-fields computed wi th  any form of the Navier-Stokes equations were the 
supersonic Space Shuttle calculations of Rizk and Shmuel (ref. 18). 
4 
The Stage 4 approximat.ion refers to solutions which directly siriiulat,e the large eddies ob- 
served to  occur in the t,urbulent. energy cascade, while smaller eddies are modeled. This approach 
is taken because the large eddies extract energy from the mean flow, and transport. the momen- 
t,um and energy in an anisot.ropic fashion unsuitable for stat,ist,ical analysis. However, the small 
eddies tend to dissipate the energy they receive in an isotropic fashion, and t.ransport, little if any 
turbulent nioiiientum or energy in a process which lends it,self bo niodeling. -416hough this partial 
modeling process saves comput,at.ioii at the smallest turbulence scale level, the proper capture 
of the large eddies is d i l l  extreiiiely expensive. The applicat,ion of large eddy simulation (LES) 
or related techniques bo Navier-St,okes calculations of realist.ic aircraft configurat.ions will not oc- 
cur for many years. The survey paper of Ferziger (ref. 19) can be consult.ed for perspective on 
LES development,s and pot,ential. The first large eddy simulation that accurat,ely computed the 
viscous suhlayer turbulence for channel flow was by Moin et, al. (ref. 20). W a y  extended these. 
solutions from incompressible to compressible flow (ref. 21 ). The possible further implementation 
of coherent struture in t.urbulence niodeling is suggested by Coles in his Dryden Lecture on the 
subject (ref. 22). 
One approach of capturing viscous phenomena not addressed by Chapman (ref. 3) but cer- 
t,ainly relevant t,o the design process is the use of viscous-inviscid interactive procedures. These 
procedures utilize the Boundary Layer equations, first derived by Prandtl (ref. 23) in  1904, which 
are an approximation to  t,he Navier-St,okes equations. For high Reynolds number flows they are 
applicable in thin boundary layers, and are simpler to solve because t,he nioiiient,uiii in the di- 
rection normal to t,he surface can be dispensed wit,li t.hrough order-of-niagnit.ude analysis, and 
pressure in t.liat. direction can be treated as constant,. This pressure must. be specified, which is 
typically accomplished by t,he application of an inviscid formulat,ion outside t.he boundary layer, 
wit,h an int,eractive interface. This approach is much less expensive than Navier-St.okes variant,s. 
but. it. breaks down for massive Separation or strong viscous-inviscid interactions. A paper by 
Steger and Van Dalsem (ref. 24) discusses the suit,able applicat.ions of t,liis approach. 
I 
b' 
1.3 Motivat ion 
As stated in the initial objective, the goal of this research is to compute transonic flow 
around a Geiieral Dyiiaiiiics F-IGA derived wiiig-st rake-fuselage utiliziiig the tliin-lajer form of 
the Navier-Stokes equat ions, and the Euler Equations. The Reynolds-averaged approach was 
taken in  order to compute the separation effects which would result at the high-alpha flight 
attitudes the F-16 was designed to sustain. This separation is a controiieci mechanism on the 
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strake, which is designed to  cause a strong primary vortex on the inboard wing-fuselage. This 
“nonlinear” st rake-generated lift keeps the F-16 controllable long after a conventionally designed 
wing fuselage would have stalled. Other separation which requires capture is that on the aft, 
wing, which is often shock induced in transonic flight. It is also controlled in the sense that that 
supercritical wing was designed to delay the shocks which trigger that separation as far aft as 
possible. Wing tip separation is expected where the wing tip vortex causes inboard flow at high 
angle of attack. For higher angle of attack there is also a wing generated vortex at  the leading edge, 
which is once again formed by separated flow. The iiiotivation for properly capturing these flow 
physics is both specific and general. The F-16 product line at General Dynamics has not attained 
controlled flight at the flight attitudes which its propulsion system will support,. Therefore, an 
attempt is being made to reshape the forward fuselage aiid strake to  realize controllable flight at 
higher angle of attack. Tlie general importance of demonstrating tlie ability to simulate these 
physics is that all modern fighter designs, especially those being considered for the Advanced 
Tactical Fighter (ATF) competition, will be designed to use strake-, chine-, canard- or leading- 
edge-extension (LEX-) generated nonlinear lift. This solution approach is one of the few which 
can properly siiiiulate those flows. 
.. 
1.4 Approach 
This research was carried out as part of tlie Transonic Navier-Stokes (TNS) project, in the 
Applied Computational Fluids Branch (RFA) at NASA Ames Research Center. The Reynolds- 
averaged Navier-Stokes equations are solved near the aircraft surface using tlie thin-layered as- 
sumption originally suggested by Loiiiax (ref. 25) and Baldwin and Lomax (ref. lo) ,  and first 
applied by Steger (ref. 26). These equations are enibodied in  tlie ARC‘ 3-D (ref. 27) solution ker- 
nel, which is based on the Beam- Warming iiiiplicit numerical method for compressible solutions 
(ref. 28), as iiiodified by Pulliaiii and Chaussee (ref. 29) to a scalar pentadiagonalized inversion 
matrix for improved solution efficiency. The Baldwin-Loniax turbulence iiiodel (ref. 10) is used 
to calculate turbulent eddy viscosity. Tlie Euler equations are solved in the essentially inviscid 
regions away from tlie aircraft,. 
Tlie grid construction is tlie nat.ura1 progression of a zonal approa.ch developed by Holst. et al. 
(ref. 30) for the solution of three-dimensioiial (3-D)  wings, in  which a relat,ively coarsely spaced 
flow field is subdivided into two types of zones: Those on bhe surface are treated as viscous aiid 
clust,ering is provided normal t,o t,he surface. Tlie remaining zones away from the surface have 
coarser spacing and are t.reated inviscidly. This subdivisioli was carried out. with 4 zones for 
3-D wings, but 16 or iiiore zones are required for t.he wing-strake-fuselage F-16-like geomet,ry. 
During an it.erat.ion tlie flow is solved in a given zone, after which boundary condit.ions are passed 
though adjacent faces t o  the zones following sequent,ially, as t,liey are brought iiit’o the cenbral 
memory and advanced one time st,ep. These solutions were coniput.ed on a Cray XMP/48, and 
bhe results were graphically displayed on IRIS workst.at.ions. A CRAY 2 coiiiput,er syst.em was 
used int.eractiveli wit.11 the workst,at,ion for part,icle t,race generat.ion. 
. 
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The computed results are compared to wind tunnel pressure data for quantitative assessment. 
(’omput ed surface particle traces are compared to photographed surface oil-flow visualization, and 
unrestricted particle traces are compared to photographed water tun~ie l  dye-flow visualization for 
qualitative assessment. 
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2. GRID GENERATION 
2.1 Introduct ion 
There are two major reasons for employing a zonal approach to describe a complex aircraft 
geometry: The first is that this approach allows the complicated whole to be reduced to a sum 
of simple parts, each of which can be tailored for its specific requirements within the overall 
geometry. This concept includes the option to vary the nature of the equation set being solved 
in a given zone, depending on the physics expected in that region. The second advantage is the 
ability to contain the necessary variable information for all the grid points of an individual zone 
no way that a full-aircraft grid of adequate resolution to niodel a complex fighter geometry can 
be handled in the main memory of any but the largest of present day supercomputers. Other 
advantages possible with zonal approaches include the opportunity to modify the geometry of 
a specific zone or zones, for instance replacing one wing geometry with another, while retaining 
the original fuselage, strake, tail surfaces, etc. This would allow rapid design iteration compared 
to the process of generating a whole new grid for each component modification. Zoning also 
provides the possibility to locally refine a grid to better capture specific physics, even if the 
original component shape is retained. Furthermore, this zonal scheme has the potential to accept 
a wide variety of configurations, not just an F-16A geometry. With a relatively simple input. map 
of geometry-specific information it can generate a zoned. autoniat ically interfaced composite grid 
ready for solution with the Transonic Navier-Stokes (TNS) Code. 
.I in the computer's main memory while the solution for that zone is being accomplished. There is 
2.1.1 Zonal predecessors.- The notion of t,ailoriiig niodules or zones of a solut,ion domain 
such that sDecific regions of a flow field can be t.reated sueciallv has honored Drecedent, in aero- 
nautical hiitory (re[ 31). Prandtl's early conception df a boundary layer, land the resultant 
developnient of a viscous region bordered by an inviscid region within which viscous effects were 
not significant, was the the genesis of this liiie of thinking (ref. 23). For Prandtl this nieant that 
the flow immediately adjacent to a solid surface could be treated as at rest, and all friction effects 
would be contained within a thin region near that surface; a perfect fluid assumption-could be 
applied outside this region for the incompressible flow he was considering. The implication for 
computational fluid dynaiiiicists of today is that viscous effects, which require higher levels of 
both computational cost arid solut,ion complexity, can be const rained to thin zones near solid 
surfaces. 
As coniputer capabilit,ies have expanded, the generation of siiio0t.h and accurat,e surface 
and flow-field grids to describe niore complicated geoniet,ries has becoiiie a significant,, if not 
det,eriiiining, factor in t.lie successful solution of these flow-fields. Zonal approaches t.0 meet this 
challenge have been generat.ed o r  proliferated rapidly. Boppe (ref. 32), Lee and Ruppert (ref. 33), 
and At,t.a and Vadyak (ref. 34) have used them t.0 compute transonic flow-fields around realisdic 
aircraft, configurat,ions using pot.ent.ia1 nietliods. Zonal approaches t,o solve the Euler equations 
have been used by Benek et. al. (ref. 35), in an embedded or overset, grid technique, and by 
Hessenius and Pulliani (ref. 36) and Hessenius and Rai (ref. 37) using pat.ched grid techniques to 
solve t.he Euler equations for canard wing interactions. More recently, zonal approaches have been 
successfully applied t.0 an Euler equation solut,ion for an F-16A complete aircraft. simulation by 
Karnian, St,eiIiDreniier, and Kisielewski (ref. 6) .  This "coinplex block grid syst,eni" approa.ch has 
result.ed in  a siiiooth and well-ordered depictmion of t.he solution voluiiie around a highly det.ailed 
surface geometry, to include flow-through inlet. and exhaust., and dail surfaces. More comparisons 
of this approach and its results to the present eff0rt.s will follow. 
F 
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2.1.2 Fundamental grid properties.- An examination of the guiding principles of grid 
generation, as demonstrated with simple two-dimensional shapes, is appropriate prior to detail- 
ing the nuances of the zonal method developed and employed herein. Solution efficiency is an 
important criteria in determining a code’s eventual usefulness. One facet of efficiency increase is 
to use a general transformation to map the flow field from the “physical,” or Cartesian domain to  
the “computational” domain (fig. 2). A genera l  transforniation is the vehicle used to straighten 
and equally space out the curved and stretched geometry of the physical domain into suitable 
uniformity for tlie coiiiputational domain. This is necessary because most bodies of interest in 
physical space contain curves. Physical grids also cluster solution points near areas of high curva- 
ture, both to  correctly define the curved geometry, and to accurately capture the typically high 
gradients of the coniputed properties in those regions. The computational domain is character- 
ized by unit lengths between points and orthogonality between connecting lines. Computational 
speed is then increased because standard unweighted differencing schemes may be used in the 
solution algorithm This uniformity of distances arid intersection angles results in squares for 
two-dimensional coiiiput ational space and cubes for three-dimensional coniput ational space. 
Tlie “computational cube,” is defined by a solution point, or node at  each of its eight corners. 
There is a one-to-one mapping of point to point and cell to cell, except in regions where there are 
specially handled singularities; there one physical point may map to many computational points. 
The simplification that a zonal approach brings to this mapping process for a complicated aircraft 
geometry can be put into perspective with in analogy: Imagine stretching an entire animal hide, 
including torso and all extremities into a single square shape, compared to joining a series of 
square shaped pieces, corresponding to various body parts, attached simply at common edges. 
The sum of simple shapes is a more tractable probleni both for the hide and for an aircraft surface. 
The choice of body-fit,t,ed versus non-aligned solid surface interface deserves special coninleiit, 
(fig. 3),  as does t.he choice between patched and overlapped, or enibedded zones for zonal interfaces 
(fig. 4). Body-fit.t,ed grids are used in t,he present zoning methodology because the termination 
of t,he grid as it, conforms to the surface provides a simple reference area against, which to cluster 
p0int.s normally. This is necessary to properly capture viscous boundary layer effects. Different. 
considerabions drive t.lie choice of int,erface schemes at. coiiiiiion zonal boundaries. The fluid which 
flows through t.liese int.erfaces must successfully conserve physical properbies, in order t,o correctly 
reflect. t,ransit.ing flow feat.ures such as shocks, slip surfaces and vort,ical phenoniena. The two 
fundamental choices here are bet.ween patched and overlapped grids. In pat.ched inberfaces, one 
zone ends where another begins, with tlie only contact in a single shared line or surface. Tlie 
alt,ernat.ive is t,o have some overlap of the grids, either complex as in the overset. approach of t.he 
“Chimera” scheme (ref. 35), or simple, with a specified number of overlapping cells, as in t.he 
present. approach. As depict,ed in figure 4 for patched and overlapped grids, !lie int.erface niay be 
eit,her continuous or discont.inuous in  space, funct,ion, slope or any coriibinat,iori of t,lie three. 
For a bwo-diinensional airfoil geoniet,ry, three mesh t,opologies can be used to demonstrat,e 
t.he coordinate transforniation from physical to comput,at,ional space, and in the process highlight, 
the salient feat,ures of each of these approaches. Any of the three could have been applied to  
t.he planes normal bo the syanwise direction for t.lie wing region of t.he present. wing-body grid. 
Tlie first. airfoil grid, depided in figure 5(a),  denionst,rates a C-mesh, as it, is wrapped around t.he 
airfoil both in physical space and converted to it,s “coniput.at.iona1 square.” Likewise figures .5( b )  
and .5( c )  show an 0-mesh and an H-t.ype, or (‘artesian mesh. along with their transformations for 
the same airfoil. Comparative evaluat.ion of 6he approaches shows t,hat, t,he (‘-mesh and 0-mesh 
t.opologies allow siiiiple cont.ro1 of grid refineiiient both normal and t.angent, t,o t,he surface near 
the airfoil leading edge, and avoid the singularity inherent in t.he H-mesh topology. At .  t,he t,railing 
edge die C-mesh and tlie H-mesh topologies faci1it.at.e clustering normal to t.lie surface and to a 
wake which might ext,eiid off the trailing edge, as suggest,ed by t.he Eiut.ta condition. Tlie 0-mesh, 
alt,liough useful for defining a rounded trailing edge; poorly defines t,he wake region. Since t.he 
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proper capture of viscous wake effects is one of the object,ives of tlie TNS solution approach, an 
0-mesh would be self-defeating for the airfoil planes of the wing grid structure. 
For three-dimensional wing specification, the first letter designatmion will stand for tlie mesh 
topology in planes normal to the spanwise orientation, i.e. t,he above described airfoil planes. The 
second designated for planes noriiial to the streaiiiwise direction. For example 0 - H  would infer an 
0-type grid in tlie airfoil plane, and an H-type grid in the planes normal to streamwise, showing 
wing cross-sections. When the fuselage mesh topology is referred to, t,he first letter designated 
refers t.0 tlie grid orientation on the syiiiniet,ry plane, while t.he second letter refers to the grid 
orientation in planes normal to streamwise, or fuselage cross-sectional planes. Comparison will 
show why the H-H t,opology was chosen for t,he wing grid structure, and an H-0-mesh topology 
was chosen for the fuselage grid sbructure. 
Tlie difficulties of interfacing a C-0  or C-H wing-iiiesh topology with a fuselage grid structure 
precludes its use in simple overlapped grid schenies. The Cart.esian nat,ure of the H-H wing-niesh 
topology allows for a simple interface wit,li t,lie fuselage-mesh at, the wing-fuselage juncture, as 
shown in figure 6. 
Both wing-fuselage constructions have an H-mesh wing topology in t,his cross-sect.iona1 plane, 
but figure 6(a) reflects an 0-mesh fuselage topology, whereas figure 6( b)  depicts an H-mesh 
fuselage topology. Both approaches adequately cluster in the direct,ion normal to tlie fuselage 
surface in areas of gentle curvature. However tlie H-mesh fuselage topology disperses points too 
coarsely spanwise in tlie wing-fuselage juncture. Tlie 0-mesh t.opology provides positive control 
of normal clustering in b0t.h t,he 7 (radial and spanwise) and C (circumferent,ial and wing normal) 
directions. This problem is not. significant where wing-fuselage blending blurs the interface, as in 
t,he forward chordwise port,ioii of the F-16A configurat.ion. However, where a distinct corner does 
exist, such as near the F-1O;X trailing edge where the wing is attached to the fuselage “shelf,” tlie 
refinement, problem is serious (fig. 7). 
2.1.3 Grid efficiency.- -4 final general area of grid discussion concerns the notion of “grid 
efficiency.” A helpful t ern1 for coniparison purposes is tlie mesh efficiency rat,io (MER.), which 
is defined in reference 38 as “the number of grid points on the aerodynamic surface of interest. 
divided by the iiuiiiber of grid points in an average two-.dimensional surface of tlie same t.hree- 
diiiiensional grid.” This term reflects the ability of a given iiiesh topology to  place points 011 a 
surface for a given number of pointas in  the t,liree-diiiieiisional flow field? and higher h1ER.s imply 
more efficient point. dispersal. The denominat,or of t.liis t,erni is siiiiply t.he t,ot.al -nuniber of points 
in t.he volume of interest. t,aken to t.he two-thirds power. Inspect,ion of t,able 1; which is taken 
from reference 38, shows t,liat, t.liree-dimensional grids which employ 0-meshes both chordwise 
and spanwise for three-diniensional wings have higher MERs t,lian grids employing C-meshes or 
H-nieshes. Tlie C-meshes disperse many poiiit,s in tlie wake region, clust.ering normal to a noniinal 
wake cenberline. The H-meshes are relat.ively wasteful, dispersing poilids upstream normal to the 
centerline and outboard of t4he wing tip in additmion to wake clustering. Tlie salvation for tlie H- 
niesh topology is tlie ability t,o truncat,e the streamwise or spanwise extent of the grid clustering 
by pla.cing a zonal boundary at, an appropriate distance from tlie surface of int,erest,. It, might. be 
placed several cells upst>reani of t.he leading edge, outboard of a tip or downstream of the trailing 
edge for a wing, or similarly with respect, to the nose and base of a fuselage. As t,able 1 indicat.es, 
this zonal correction of H-H-mesh topology makes it competitive with tlie other topologies in grid 
eE4ency for a sinip!e ?!;ree-di:::exisior:a! v&g. Fwt.herniore, if grid refinemezit. in wake regions is 
desired. an H-H niesh allows easy ext,ension of 6lie necessary clustering downstreaiii or out,board. 
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TABLE 1.- COMPARISON OF SEVERAL ISOLATED-WING MESH 
TOPOLOGIES USING THE MER EFFICIENCY PARAMETER 
H-H 0.38 0.24 
C-H 0.50 0.32 
C-0  0.79 0.50 
0-H 0.79 0.50 
0-0 1.26 0.79 
H-H (zonal wing) 1.13 0.71 
Mesh topology MER (inviscid) MER (viscous) 
The combination of H-0-mesh topology for the fuselage, and H-H-mesh topology for the wing 
resulted in excelleiit grid efficiency for the composite wing body. The two F-16A cases listed in 
table 2 are for the baseline 16-zone configuration and for an 18-zone configuration, in which two 
extra zones were used to cluster points circumferentially near the strake edge. The wing MERs 
and fuselage MERs displayed in  the table represent MER calculations coiiiputed locally for the 
grid regions specified. As the MERs indicat.e, the addition of more points to the volumetric tsotal 
lowered the 18-zone wing MER relative t.o t.he 16-zone version, but the additional points 011 the 
strake raised the fuselage MER, resulting in an overall ixnprovenient in grid clustering efficiency. 
TABLE 2.- COMPARISON O F  F-16A WING-BODY COMPOSITE MESH 
TOPOLOGIES USING THE MER EFFICIENCY PARAMETER 
Mesh topology MER (viscous) surface points - -- 
16-Zone F-16A (total points = 271,473): 
H-H (wing) 1.11 4636 
H - 0  (fuselage) 1.48 620G 
(composite wing- body) 2.59 1 OS42 
18-Zone F-16A (total points = 304,134): 
H-H (wing) 1.01 4636 
( coiiiposi te wing-body ) 
H - 0  (fuselage) 1.82 836 i  
13003 _______ _- _--______ -_  
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2.2 Wing-Body  Zonal Grid Genera t ion  
The developiiient of tlie F-16.4 wing-body flow-field grid. the nodes of which were used as the 
solution points by the TNS program. involved a t hree-step prc~cess of surface geoiiietry definition. 
base flow-field grid developineat from the newly defined surface georiiet ry, and then zoning . The 
zoning process is acconiylished via a program called .*ZONER," which subdivides the coarse flow- 
field grid logically into simple local regions and t lien clusters point s approxiiiiately noriiial to 
no-slip surfaces. 
* 
2.2.1 Surface geometry definition.- The rletermination o f  a. surface geometry definition 
for t.his "F-1 Ci.4 -like" cniifigiira.t.ioii involved coiisi(lera.l>le ngineering jiidgment.. To begin wit.11, 
t.he init.ia1 surface definition as provided by Ckneral Dynaiiiics Corporation refleded not. t,he 
act,uaI airplane sliown in figure 8, but, rat.lier t.he orie-ni;it,li scale wind tunnel model used in a 
1972 t.est. (ref. 39) at t.lie United States Air Force's ( ITSAF's) Arnold Engineering Development. 
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Center (AEDC) 16- by 16-ft transonic wind tunnel (16T). The pressure data provided from that 
test was used as the primary source of experimental validation for the present, computed results, 
therefore it made more sense to replicate the model surface, than that of the actual aircraft. 
This wind tunnel model was actually a YF-16A prototype version, which had the same external 
surface as the later F-16A production aircraft with the exception of a smaller horizontal tail. 
There were also wind tunnel data and geometry specifications available for a one-fifteenth scale 
model of another pre-F16A prototype, as tested in 1972 at the Cornel1 Aeronautical Laboratory 
facilities. However, that aircraft configuration had an unreflexed st rake which was atypical of 
the reflexed version finally built (fig. 9). The importance of the concave reflection area to strake 
vortex generation will be discussed in Section 4. 
The model geoniet.ry was provided in the form of (x, y, z )  Cart.esian coordinates, grouped on 
cross-sectmiom of the model surface to capt7ure the curved feat.ures of the aircraft. Mr. Thomas Ed- 
wards of NASA Aiiies Research Center used these p0int.s in a coiiiniercially developed computer- 
aided desigii/comput.er-aided manufacturing (CAD/CAM) soft.ware system, hosted on a VAX 
11/780 computer, to accomplish t8he surface fitt.ing (ref. 40). In t.liis process details of t,he model 
geomet.ry which we did not. desire to compute were modified or delebed: The most significant. 
modification to the wind t,unnel model geometry was t.hat t,he flow-t,lirough belly inlet, was faired 
over smoothly with panels, to form a no-slip surface. This was done t.o limit tlie scope of tlie 
init,ial solutions, which would involve significant. conip1exit.y without. the necessity of tailoring 
special zones, zonal int,erfaces, and boundary conditions (BC) t.o model the inlet.. Deletions made 
at this stage included removal of the vertical t.ail, wing-t,ip missile asseniblies and the smoothing 
over of surface details and gaps which were t,oo small for t.lie grid bo resolve. 
In the second phase of surface fitt,ing t,he surface poinds were redist.ribut.ed, to group the 
computer memory-limited solution nodes where they were niost, needed. This was acconiplished 
t,o more accurately define geometry, or to provide resolution in regions of the flow field where 
st,eep gradients in the computed physical properties were expected t,o occur. This surface poind 
distribution forms the boundary and departure point for the flow field. Figures 9(a) and 9(b),  
t.aken froni reference 40, show the differences between the original model geometry and tlie node 
distribut.ion for the surface fitted computational grid. 
2.2.2 Base flow-field grid generation.- With the surface grid in hand, there were two pri- 
mary candidate iiiet.1iods for developing the base flow-field grid: One was a relatively inexpensive 
marching solution procedure provided by Edwards (ref. 41 ) which uses a “parabolic” differencing 
scheme t,o approximate derivat.ives in the 11 and (5 directions. The other was a more expensive, it,er- 
at.ive “elliptic” so1ut.ion procedure developed by Sorenson (ref. 42). which solves a set of Poisson’s 
equat.ions. Bot,li procedures eniployed t.he same general st,rat,egy of developing a coarse “base” 
grid of approxiriiat,ely 35.000 nodes which ~vould sniootJily t,ransi t ion t,he coiiinion surface grid t.0 
a uniform cylinder at. the far-field boundaries (figs. 11 in  ref. 41 and 12 in ref. 42). This coarse 
grid would t,lien be input. t.o the ZONER program, which funct.ionally subdivides it, and clust,ers 
point,s as necessary. Alt~hough blie parabolic approach was much fast,er? the elliptic approach 
was selected to generate t,lie base grid. because it provides more flexibility in cont.rolling both 
iniabely 100 sec of CRAY XMP ceIit.ral-processing-unit~ (cpu) time to creat,e a base grid using a 
successive-over-relaxatioIi (SOR.) procedure, but, the solution t,inie could be reduced dramatically 
by converting to an alternating direction implicit (-4DI)? or other faster, scheme. Figures 7 and 
13-16. taken froni reference 13, show various views of t,!ie resu!t,a:;t, base grid topology: figure 
depict.s front-quarter and rear-quart,er views of tlie surface grid. It. is not,ewort,liy t,liat, t.he hori- 
zont a1 tail surfaces were rebained for this initial base grid developnient,, but. discarded prior t.o t,he 
first, solut,ion as an unnecessary complication to t,he init.ia1 configuration. Figures 13- 15 display 
cross-sectional, planform and airfoil cuts of the base grid. Figures 16(a) and 16(b) depict t,he 
forebody fuseiage, wit,h special att,eiitioii given t,o t . 1 ~  collapse of ?!:e surface grid t,o a cent,erline 
9 spacing and t,lie angles at. which grid lines int.ersect. boundary surfaces. It, preseiidly takes approx- 
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axis in front of the aircraft nose. The grid normal to  this singularity axis is formed with concentric 
rings to  fashion “nose pencils,” as depicted in figure 16(b). 
2.2.3 Zonal structure.- The program which subdivides the base grid into near-field zones 
and far-field zones is named “ZONER.” Its construction was the natural progression of a zonal 
approach developed by Holst et al. (ref. 30)) Flores et al. (ref. 43), and Kaynak et al. (ref. 44) for 
the solution of t<hree-dimensional wings. In tlie “wing’) version of ZONER, a relatively coarse base 
grid was subdivided into four grids as shown in  figure 17. The coarse, ZONE 1 extends from the 
cubical outer boundary of the flow field inwards to a finer, inviscid ZONE 2 which i t  surrounds, 
much like a box within a box. Because of the cubical outer-boundary shape, implementation of 
cubical wind tunnel boundary conditions in addition to  free-streaiii outer boundary conditions was 
straightforward. There is a simple overlap of one or two grid cells between these two inviscid zones 
on coninion surfaces. Within the inner inviscid zone (ZONE 2)  reside two viscous zones (ZONE 3 
and ZONE 4), which sit above and below the wing, and are designed to provide viscous clustering 
normal to  the surface. In comparison, the wing-fuselage zoning process described below creates 
16 to 18 zones which interact wi th  each other on single faces, with no grid totally encompassing 
another. This approach allows for simpler individual zone shapes, but requires more of them to 
define an equivalent geometry. 
- 
2.2.3.1 Specification of wing-body zonal regions: Tlie “wing-body” version of ZONER, 
hereafter referred to simply as ZONER, follows the same p’hilosopliy of surrounding near-field 
viscous zones with far-field inviscid zones as the wing-version of the ZONER code, but does so 
without embedding any zone within another. ,411 zones in  the F-1GA grid are simply connected 
voluiiies in the physical doiiiain which convert to siiiiply connected cubes in the computational 
doriiain. Figure 18 is a schematic which shows where boundaries lie between zones which are 
adjacent to the aircraft surface, or which lie in the plane which contains the leading and trailing 
edges of the wing. The iiuiiibering system for the zones remains fixed once established. Tlie 
initial computations are for a symmetric configuration; the purpose is to  limit the scope of the 
initial solutions, and to  halve storage requirements. Although a zoning approach lessons the main 
nieiiiory requirement, the zonal information not currently in use in the main memory still iiiust 
be temporarily stored. We chose to compute the flow field for the right-hand side of the aircraft. 
The x-z syriiiiietry plane is treated as a reflecting surface, although the grid extends one base cell 
heyond this plane both at tlie top and bottom of tlie fuselage. 
Some iiot,able feat.ures of tlie zonal organization can be grasped by exaiiiination of figure 18; 
when viewing figure IS and t.he ot,her schematics which follow, bear in mind t,hat, there is overlap 
at the int,erfaces of all but, a few of the t.he adjacent zones, but, t,liat, an arbitrary single boundary 
is sket.ched t.o clarify t,he drawing. General organizational guidelines include (1) the boundaries 
of the zonal regions are set. t.0 allow concentrat.ion of grid poinds in regions where they are most, 
needed, keeping in  niind the dimensional 1iiiiitat.ions on the size of any one zone; (2 )  bhe zones 
are placed funct~ionally, such t.liat, t,hin viscous zones cover all no-slip surfaces; (3 )  t,he zones in 
t,lie wing-fuselage juiict.ure regions are viscous in  t,wo directions, normal to b0t.h surfaces;(4) zones 
which are viscous rioriiial t.o an approxiiiiat.ed wake ceiit,erline plane are placed behind tlie m-ing, 
and anot.lier such zone is placed outboard of the wing tip t.o capt.ure t.he vort,ex which rolls up 
t here‘( 5 )  zones away froiii t.he surface are t.rea.t.ed inviscidly; and ( 6 )  the 1iinit.s of each zone are 
selected bo niininiize the number of int.erfa.ces witA adjacent zones, and the complexity of t,he 
interfaces t h a t  do result. For instance, where possilble there will be a one to  one correspondence 
of poi1it.s and t.heir locations at. the interface, resultiiig in direct inject.ion of boundary information, 
wit.liout. need for interpolat,ion. Table 3 gives the funct,ional groupings wibliin which all the zones 
of t,he 18-zone wing-body grid would fall. 
. 
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TABLE 3.- FUVCTIONAL GROlTPINGS OF ZONES CONTAINED IN 18-ZONE 
F-16A WING-BODY GRID, AS DEPICTED I N  FIGlJRE 18’s SCHEMATIC 
Functional G rou pi n g ZONE Designations 
Viscous : 
normal to fuselage 1, 4, 5.  17, 18 
normal to wing 8, 9 
noriiial to  fuselage and wing 2, 3 
normal to  wake 12, 13 
normal to fuselage and wake 6 
flow through 7, 10: 11, 14, 1.5 
slip surface 16 
Inviscid : 
Further examination of figure 18 demonstrates the general orient.ation of the curvilinear co- 
ordinate syst.em. The 6 direction, which is nominally the same as t.he Cartesian X direct,ion, 
increases downstream from a zero value at the streamwise location of t.he wing-stake junct.ure. 
The variable C is oriented circuiiifereiit,ially around the fuselage, from bot,toiii t,o top; with this 
orient,atioii it is also approximat,ely normal to  the wing surface. The 77 direction is approxiniat,ely 
noriiial t.o the fuselage and parallel to 6lie wing, increasing radially oubward aiid spanwise. 
The cross-sectional schematics depided in figure 19 are provided to furt.lier explain the zonal- 
int,erface organization. Figure 19( a )  corresponds t,o the cut made noriiial to the streamwise 
direction in the aft.-fuselage region, s l io~w as “cut. a” in figure 18. Figures 19(b) aiid 19(c) apply 
likewise to cuts through t.he wing-fuselage and fore-body fuselage. There is a general symmetry 
of the zonal organization around the horizontal axis, such that. ZONES 6. 7, 12, 13, and 14 are 
split. by t.he axis. ZONES 2, 4, 8, and 10 in  t.he upper grid half are iiiirrored by ZONES 3, 5 ,  
9, and 11, respectively, in the lower half. The vert,ical relat.ionship Iiet.ween ZOKES 1, 17, and 
18 are not symnietric, but could be modified t,o becoiiie s o  by the inclusion of a zone to mirror 
ZONE 18 inmediately beneath it. This was not. done in the present applicat.ioii because of the 
TNS project’s future direct.ioii. A n  effort, is underway to replace Zone 17, which eiicoxiipasses the 
fuselage underside, by several zones which iiiodel the F-1GA flow-t.hrougli inlet,. 
Zone l G  is unique in  t.liis configurat.ion, because it. is t,he only inviscid grid fit,t.ed t.o a solid 
surface. This was done because ZONE 16 siiiiulates the exhaust. cone of t.he aircraft, or the model 
support sting used in tlie wind tunnel test,. The surface was treat.ed wit.11 a slip BC, and spacing 
was coarse in all three direct.ions. A future grid iiiodification will provide a flow-through exhaust. 
cone, and t,he crudity of this modeling detail will no longer be a cause for concern. 
In figure 20 we view zonal schematics from perspectives outboard of the wing tip. These 
scliema.t.ics are taken from constant 11 value surfaces (designated NKC = constant,), which signify 
planes i n  the coarse grid structure at radial increment.s starting. from the aircraft- surface. These 
surfaces define airfoils as they slice t,lirougli t.lie wing at. spanwise 1ocat.ions. These perspectives 
give a sensation of tlie noxiplaner nature of the grid i n  physical space, which must be highly 
skewed to stretch the aircraft surface shape to a uniform circular-cylinder at the outer boundary. 
This viewpoiiit also 1iighlight.s the sharp nose of ?.!:e airfoil Iea.dizig edge. Tlie sma!! !eading-edge 
radius geometry proved difficult. t,o define wit.11 the initial streamwise grid point. distribut,ion. and 
the refinement. of this nose region has required considerable grid defiiii tion eff’ort. Tlie process of 
viewing zonal interact*ions in a given t~wo-dimensional slice of the grid was made easier blirougli the 
use of display software entitled “SLICE.” wliich was developed by Ms. Karen L. Gundy of Aiiies 
Research Cer;ter. The desire !.o view v x i m s  fzcets :)f the flow-fie!~! d a x a i ~  in t.\nro-diiaensional 
slices is driven by the complex nadure of the skewed grid, and its multitudinous zonal inderfaces, 
which make three-dimensional grid presentation too confusing bo evaluate. 
2.2.3.2 Zoning control parameters: The starting and stcopping points of given zones in the 
<, q, and ( directions (fig. IS) ,  which are tied t,o points in tlie base grid, are input in a direct,ory of 
such limit points t.erined a “MAP.” The MAP may be easily modified, t,hrough redesignation of 
t,hese cont.rol point.s, to change tlie extent of given zones, or t,o replace zones wit.h conibinat,ions of 
ot.lier zones to  add or remove components. The clust.ering of points normal to  the no-slip surfaces 
in viscous zones is accomplished by specifying a coarse framework by means of MAP designat,ed 
point,s in the base grid. Then extra poilids are filled in at snioot,hly stretched increments via an 
aut oni at i c process . 
The base grid surface st.at,ion and the station two points normal to the surface form the 
framework for t.liis process (fig. 21). Then, fineness ratio control (RAT) inputs are specified 
to esbablish the maliner of clust,ering; the RAT number, which must be 2 or greater, specifies 
t,he number of poiiit,s from t.hose available which are positioned in the outer of the t,wo near- 
surface cells. The balance of t,lie normal points are smoothly clust,ered normal to the surface, 
such that. a iiiininiuin RAT nuiiiber implies tlie finest clustering adjacent, to t.he surface. The 
smoot,h repositioning of point,s is automatically accomplished with a bisect.ion iterat,ion scheme, 
which enforces a constarit stretdiing rat,io as it operat,es on calculat.ed arc lengt,lis. The process 
of repositioning arc lengt,hs is repeated unt,il two conditions were met,: The result,ant. positions of 
the viscous grid poinbs must be both smoothly spaced t.hroughout the t.wo cells, and adequately 
close to the base grid locations at the t.hree framework point,s were they should coincide. This 
process provides a smoot,h transition from a first. cell dist.ance from the wall of on the order of y+ 
= 5 ,  t,o coarse inviscid spacing at the outer boundary for a t,ypical finely clustered grid. 
* 
Figures 22 and 23 deiiionst,rat,e what, t,he act,ual clust,ered grids look like, compared to their 
coarse base fraineworks, as a result of this process. Figure 22 depicts the same two-dimensional 
slice iiornial 60 the streamwise direct.ion shown as a schemabic in Figure 19(b). The use of different 
colors for the different. zones allows easier percept,ion of the interfaces between zones, especially 
where t.he zones overlap. When there are inconsist.encies in t.lie grid such as lines crossing each 
ot.her, which might. cause negative calculated cell volumes, t,he use of color speeds up b0t.h the 
discovery and correction of these problems. A zoned grid can be scanned visually for grid trouble 
spot,s very efficiently. Figure 23 displays t.he saiiie two-dimensional slice which cont.ains t,lie airfoil 
as t,he scliema.tic of Figure 20( b). 
The bisection iteration process can be replaced with alternate stretching methods, such as a 
Newton it eration schenie, which prescribes collocation of stret ched and base points at tlie required 
inat cliirig locations. With the arc lengths thus established, a cubic spline i~iterpolatiori scheme is 
used to specify (x ,y , z )  coordinate locations for the resultant grid points. This clustering process 
is accomplished in one direction at a time for those zones, for instance along tlie wing-fuselage 
juncture. where viscous clustering was required in two directions. 
. 
A second functic.)n of the RAT input,s is to est,ablisli a fineness ratio in  those direct.ions, within 
each grid, which do not require viscous clustering. In t,liese inst ances the R A T  can be specified 
as “1,” which ineaiis that, the original base grid spacing is not. altered, or it. can be increased 60 
some 1arg:r integer, such t.hat the fineness of spxing is increased hy that factor. The control 
factor which is used to desig1iat.e whet,her tlie clust,eriiig will he viscous or inviscid for each zone 
is designat,ed IVISK for t,he 77 direction, which is alwa\rs iiorinal t,o t,he fuselage, and IVISL for t,he 
direction, wliicli is always normal to the wing. .iin ’IVJSK valued of one means viscous rioriiial 
t,o t.he fuselage, whereas an IVISK of 0 signiiies inviscid in that. direction. Likewise, an lVlSL of 
1 signifies viscous normal to t,he wing from above; a.11 IVISL of -1 indicates viscous noriiial to the 
wing from below. The IVISL of 2 is for the special case of viscous in t,wo directions, a.pproacliing 
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a wake cent,erline from above and below. There are no zones in this grid which required clustering 
in the streamwise, or direction. 
The RAT and IVIS parameters are given in table 4 for each member of an 18-zone sample 
grid, which had relatively coarse RAT parameters specified for a laminar flow solution. The 
designations JRAT, KRAT and LRAT refer to the fineness ratio control (RAT) parameter in the 
J ,  E<, or L index directions, respectively. Those indices correspond to the the generalized [, 7 ,  and < directions in the generalized coordinate system. Table 4 shows various combinations of viscous 
and inviscid directions for the individual zones. 
TABLE 4.- CONTROL PARAMETERS FOR A N  18-ZONE GRID 
Grid no. JRAT KRAT LRAT I\'ISK IVISL 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
1 5 
16 
17 
18 
4 
4 
4 
1 
1 
2 
2 
4 
4 
1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
2 
1 
4 
4 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
6 
6 
1 
6 
6 
2 
2 
3 
1 
6 
6 
1 
1 
3 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
6 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
1 
-1 
0 
0 
2 
0 
1 
-1 
0 
0 
2 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
2.2.3.3 Dimensions and global grid characteristics: The dimensions and t,otal nuinber 
of point,s for each grid of t.he 18-zone wing body are given in t.able 5 .  There was a liiiiit.at,ioii of 
30,000 grid points available for a given grid, based on prograin st,ruct,ure. 
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TABLE 5.- ZONAL DIMENSIONS AND TOTAL POINTS PER ZONE 
FOR A N  18-ZONE GRID CONTAINING 304,134 POINTS 
Grid no. N J  NK NL Product. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
c 
1 
69 
77 
77 
37 
37 
37 
35 
77 
77 
37 
37 
37 
73 
53 
9 
6 
69 
69 
19 
19 
19 
19 
19 
19 
29 
19 
19 
29 
29 
19 
13 
6 
20 
20 
19 
19 
12 
19 
19 
23 
23 
19 
25 
19 
19 
12 
12 
19 
19 
25 
25 
25 
13 
19 
15732 
27797 
27797 
16169 
16169 
133.57 
25375 
27797 
27797 
12876 
12876 
13357 
18031 
79.50 
4.500 
3000 
17043 
24909 
For coinparison purposes the totlal iiuiiiber of points eiiiployed in t,lie four-zone-wing-aloiie 
grids of references 12-14 was 149,000, and approximately 2’70,000 poi1it.s were used for the 16- 
zone version of t,he F-16A wing-body. 
2.3 Zonal-Interface Scheme 
The zonal-interface scheme developed for the wing-body version of ZONER represent s a signif- 
icant iiiiproveiiierit over the version which was used in the isolat,ed-wiiig version. In both versions 
the objective was to accurately pass iriforiiiat ion from neighhoring zones to the boundaries of t lie 
zone being solved for, with sufficient accuracy to guaranbee conservat*ioii. If mass, monient uxii 
aiid energy are not conserved through the t ransibion, talien phenomena such as shocks, which cross 
the interface, will riot, be properly capt wed. Tlie ixiiproveiiieiit which was made concerned t lie 
way t*he solution was interpolated for passage through discontinuous interfaces. 
The wing-body ZONER. retains the simple overlap approach of its predecessor, such t,liat. there 
is a one-base grid-cell overlap bet,weeii the boundaries of two adjacent zones, irrespective of what. 
the RATS may be for each zone in the directmion rioriiial t,o the interface. Figure 24( a), taken from 
reference 44, depict.s t,liis process between a relatively fine grid aiid a coarse grid t,o illustrat,e t,he 
point.. Fine “ZONE 2,” say of R A T  2 in the ( direction, overlaps coarse “ZONE I”  of R A T  1 by 
one base grid cell, and ZONE 1 overlaps ZONE 2 in the saiiie fashion. In this instance the fine 
zone also lias higher fineness ratios in the C aiid 77 directions, but, t,liat. need riot’ have been the case. 
Figure 24(b) shows the cross sect.ioii of t.he interface plane, and it. is obvious that, since ZONE 
2 has a “+,, point. at, every point, t,hat. ZONE 1 lias a “0” point.. data transfer from ZONE 2 t,o 
ZONE 1 can be achieved by siiiiple injectmion at. those coiiiiiioii points. Tlie transfer in the ot,lier 
direction is more coniplicat,ed though; solut.ioiis iiiusb be interpolat,ed from between t,he coarsely 
spaced grid points of ZONE 1 to provide t,he iieeded inforiiiat.ion at. all t,he finely spaced poixit,s 
of the ZONE 2 interface plane. 
. 
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In the wing ZONER version this was accomplished via a simple linear interpolation process 
in one coordinate direction, which in that instance was normal to  the wing. In this wing-body 
ZONER, we use cubic spline interpolation, and use arc length based on the two grid directions 
normal to  the interface direction as the independent variable. The process is accomplished lo- 
cally for every nodal location in the interface plane, and the approach is more accurate than its 
predecessor for two primary reasons. The higher order of spline interpolation properly captures 
the nonlinear curvature of the grid, which is highly skewed in some regions. Secondly, tlie use 
of arc length allows tlie process to be applicable for interfaces of irregular surfaces, in which 
the points in any given direction might not behave in a monotonic fashion, as required by tlie 
single direction approach. Since arc length is by definition a monotonic concept, the grid can 
turn in any direction, and contain inflection points, without causing interpolation inadequacies. 
This approach is thus capable of interpolating for grids of arbitrary shape with a high degree of 
4 confidence. 
2.4 D a t a  Management  
Once the grid is generated and properly subdivided by ZONER, it can be accessed by the TNS 
code to start tlie solution. Tlie iteration procedure begins with Zone 1, in the fuselage forebody, 
and continues sequentially through the reiiiaining blocks, before it starts tlie next iteration again 
in Zone 1. Thus only one iteration is accomplished in each block per configuration iteration, and 
the rotational order through tlie zones does not vary. While a given zone is being solved, the 
solution information for that zone only resides in main memory. Similar informat ion for tlie other 
zones is maintained in extended storage on a CRAY Solid Storage Device SSD). Thus the main 
memory need hold only the solution and transformation Jacobian array I Q), metric quantities 
and turbulence iiiodel property arrays for one zone at a time. Tlie SSD is functionally used in 
tlie same fashion as standard rotating disk extended storage. Tlie SSD is physically made up of 
semiconductor nieinory, however, and as such can be accessed much more rapidly. To allow more 
space for solution points in main memory, we retain tlie metric quantities for only two-dimensional 
planes as needed; since these metric planes are continuously being shuffled in and out, if we had 
to rely on standard rotating disk or tape storage, we would be Input/Output (I/O)-bound, and 
tlie solution process would be iiiipractically slow. 
Tlie SSD storage capacity has limitations though, which must be considered. The XMP/22 
was tlie machine on which the TNS code was originally designed t,o run, so tlie storage process 
was allocat,ed wit,li it.s st,orage pot.ent,ial in mind. Tlie SSD associat.ed wit.11 t.he CRAY XMP/22 
had 16 inillion 64-bit words of memory available; that. capacity could be doubled to 32 inillion 
words if 32-bit, precision was used. This turned out t,o be perfectly acceptable when used for t.he 
metric arrays, as det.erxiiined in  a t,est case. Tlie significance of this substit.ut.ion was caused by 
t.he use of an Alternat.ing Direct,ioii Iiiiplicit (ADI) algorit.lini as the basis for the solution method. 
Sweeps were performed in all t,liree direct.ions, requiring t.lie met.ric quantities to be accessed in  
t.hree different, orientations. This exorbitant, sdorage requirement. was easily met by tlie XMP/22 
SSD in t,he 32-bit. precision mode. 
When tlie C'RAY XMP/22  was upgraded to an S h l P / 4 8 ,  6lie same approach of storing t,he 
t,liree-dimensioIial metric arrays on SSD, and accessing t.wo-dimensional slices of the metrics was 
ret,ained. even t,liough blie whole arrays could have been brought. int.0 the main memory which 
now coiiiprised fnur-million 64-bit. words. This was done t.0 prevent int.erference wibli other jobs: 
since X h i P s  are the-sharing syst,ems. 
W'it.11 tlit. access availaljle to (.lie CRAY 2 syski i i  at. A1iit.s Rvsearcli Ceiit.er, we have t,lle 
pot,ent,ial to run with all necessa.ry inforniat,ion available in a main memory which can hold 256 
million 64-bit. words; t,he PRAY 2 does not have an SSD. Since t,he SSD 1 / 0  transfer caused 
approxiniat,ely a 30% efficiency penalty when compared t.o main iiieiiiory access, this will cause a 
significant drop in the 1/0 requirements. More significant will be the ability to refine the surface 
geometry to define smaller, though aerodynamically significant, aspectss of the “real” aircraft. It 
has been suggested that this larger memory capacity could make zonal approaches superfluous, 
in terms of their utility for minimizing menlory requirements. One need only consider that 
present-day full-aircraft grids can achieve resolution no finer, on average, than a credit-card-sized 
rectangle, to realize that orders of magnitude memory increase will be needed to properly model 
aircraft gun ports, sharp strake edges, and external store details. The desire to incorporate 
deterministic turbulence computations, rather than modeled turbulence data, could easily absorb 
all storage increases on the horizon. 
3. THE PHYSICAL EQUATIONS AND 
THE NUMERICAL METHOD 
3.1 Introduction 
The strong conservat ion-law forms of the combined Euler and Reynolds-averaged Navier- 
Stokes Equations are used to solve for the flow fields in this study. The Reynolds-averaged 
equations are simplified by using the standard thin-layer approximation for the viscous terms, as 
first suggested by Baldwin and Lomax (ref. lo),  and applied by Pulliam and Steger (ref. 26). Once 
the zonal approach has been established, a wide variety of standard Navier-Stokes integration 
algorithms can be used. In this study, the basic governing equations and numerical algorithm 
including the t>urbulence niodel have been taken from Pulliams ARC3D computer code (ref. 27), 
which was developed from the Beam and Warming implicit approximate factorization scheme 
for finite-difference solutions (ref. 28). That scheme was made more efficient and robust by 
matrix modifications introduced by Pulliam and Chaussee (ref. 29), to transform block tridiagonal 
solution matrices to pentadiagond scalars, which incorporate an improved dissipation operator. 
Boundary condition specifics and the artificial dissipation and turbulence models employed will 
also be discussed. 
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3.2 The Governing Equations 
3.2.1 The Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations.- The Navier-Stokes equa- 
tions have t<he capacity to describe t.he flow of an unsteady, viscous. compressible, continuous 
fluid in the absence of body forces and electromagnetic fields. The full equation set cannot yet be 
solved for high Reynolds number flows around coinplicated geometries. It is too computationally 
expensive to make these grids spatially fine enough to capture the small scales associated with 
turbulent eddies; therefore, turbulence models must be employed. The implementation of these 
iiiodels typically begins with the time averaging of the Navier-Stokes equations, a process in which 
the time-dependant. quantities sre divided into a slowly varying or mean-flow part, and a high- 
frequency part. The resulting equations are averaged over a time period which is large compared 
to t4he fluctuating period of the turbulent eddies, but sinal1 compared to the time elapsed during 
iiiean changes in t,he flow field, as first suggested by Osborne Reynolds in 1883 (ref. 45). 
Conservabion implies that, mass, inoment.um and energy are conserved in all cells, including 
those which t.ransit, regions of extreme gradients such as shocks; t.his control volume concept, 
ext.ends to the tot,al grid, which is the sum of all such small cells. These equations are solved in 
st,rorig conservation-law form (ref. 46), which means that. neit,lier the funct,ions of the flow variables 
nor t.heir metrics occur as coefficientas in the differenbial equat.ions. This form is used in most. 
inst,ances when shock capturing is an iiiiport*ant considerabion. If the metrics were to appear as 
coefficients, the less desirable weak conservation-law form is described. The st,rong conservat,ion- 
law equations thus specified can be writ ten in  ('art,esian coordinat,es and nondimensional form 
(ref. 47'): 
(3.1) 
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where 
E =  F =  
Ft, = 
(3 .2)  
c 
with 
The Cartesian velocity coiiiponei1t.s u ,  1 7 ,  and ti? are iioiidiiiierisioiialized by a m  (the free- 
stream speed of sourid), deiisiby p is noiidinierisionalized by pm , and the total energy per unit, 
voluiiie e is nondiniensionalized by p-a:. Pressure cai! be found from the ideal gas law as: 
p = (y  - 1)[. - 0.5p(  1,? + 2 + u.')] (3.4) 
The ratio of the specific heats, y , is set equal t o  1.4. izlso, ti is the coefficient of thermal conduc- 
t ivi ty ,  p is the dynamic viscosity, and A ,  a coeficient of viscosity from the Stokes' hypothesis, is 
- 2 / 3 p .  The Reynolds number is Re and the Praiidtl iiuniber is P r .  
:p:j 7 2  i 
Pi 
(3.3) 
The transformation of these equations to the coinput atioiial domain ( t ,  77, () is accomplished 
in a iiianner which preserves their strong cniiservaticui foriii. The tinie-dependent nietrics which 
occur in the iiiost general form of the equations have been omitted for the present steady-state 
solutions, although they  are presented in equation 3.7 for coiiipleteness. If the grid is allowed 
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to vary with time in an adaptive manner, these time-dependent. nietrics would be used. The 
transformed curvilinear coordinates are defined as: 
r = t  
c = c k ,  Y, = , f )  
For steady-state solutions AT can be treated as a spatially varying quantity to increase 
solution convergence rates. The transforined governing equations are given by: 
.I 
where 
Q =  
and 
. 
0 
C x ~ x x  + C y ~ x y  + C2Tr.z 
C x 7 z z  + Cy7zy + C z L  
et, = J - 'R~- '  
where the components of the shear-stress tensor and heat-flux vect.or in nondiiiiensional form 
were given in equation (3.3). Here, the Cartesian derivatives are expanded in [, q,  C space via 
chain-rule relations such as: 
The metric t.erms are obtained from chain-rule expansion of xt, g,, etc., and solved for tz, tY, 
etc., to give: 
u z  = t z u <  + v x u q  4- i z q  
e x  = J(W( - Y(-I?J 
tY = J(Z,Z( - Z7-I() 
771 = J(Wi - Y t = O  
7 l Y  = J ( X t Z c  - xi:<) 
(3.10) 
and the t.ransforniation Jacobian J is defined hy 
Different. approaches are needed for t.he J acohian calculation in blie wing-fuselage corner 
regions, because of t.he excessive aspect rat.io of the cells wliich are viscously clustered in t,wo 
direct,ions. The Jacobians calculat,ed from t.lie fi1iit.e-differenced derivat,ives in equat,ioii 3.10 are 
i1iaccurat.e where t.lie long thin cells are highly skewed. A schenie by Cliaderjian (ref. 48) which 
det,erniiiies t,he Jacobian from consist,ent. iiiet.ric differences is 1)ot.h accurat,e and efficient. for 
inderior point.s? but cannot, be used for Imuiidary cells. Here a voluniet,ric approach, based 011 
t,lie realiza.t.ion t,lie t.he Jacobian is t,he illverse of t,he cell voluiiie, is applied. This approach 
uses a centroid pyramid foriiiula in an accurate, robust,. arid inexpensive manner, A n  alt,ernat,e 
voluiiiet ric approach using trilinear quadrat.ure was discarded as sufficient.ly accurat,e, but t,oo 
comput.ationally expensive. 
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3.2.2 Thin-layer approximat ion.- The thin-layer approximation, as first used by Pulliam 
and Steger (ref. 26), takes advantage of the observation that, for high Reynolds number flows the 
viscous effects are confined to  a thin layer near rigid boundaries. The simplifying feature of this 
observation is that flow gradients vary rapidly only in the direction normal to  the surface within 
this thin layer. Since extremely fine grid spacing is required to  capture high gradients, it is doubly 
fortunate that it need be employed only in a thin region, and only in one direction. This allows 
us to simplify the Reynolds-averaged Navier-St okes equations by assuming that viscous gradient 
terms in the two general curvilinear directions tangent to the solid surfaces are very small; they 
may be dropped from the formulation. 
For the wing-body grids described in this st,udy, '1 is t.he direct,ion normal to  the fuselage, 
and C is the direction normal to the wing surface. Clustering is required in both directions for the 
wing-fuselage junctures, as described in Chapt,er 2. Considering application of this assumpt,ion 
for flow in the junct,ures equation (3.G) siiiiylifies to: 
where 
0 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
This approximation is valid only for high Reynolds number flows where the boundary layer is thin. 
Very large t,urbulent eddy viscosit.ies, associabed wit,li massive flow separation, may invalidate t,he 
model. 
3.2.3 The Euler equations.- The Euler equat.ions are an inviscid subset of the Navier- 
Stokes equat.ions. and as such are also a subset of t.he thin-layer version, which alt.ers only viscous 
components. They are recovered from the thin-layer foriiiulat ion by dropping all viscous t.ernis, 
which in this instance means sett.irig the riglit hand-side of equation (3.11) equal to zero. 
3.3 Numerical Met hod 
A fundamental algorithm decision is the choice between explicit and implicit methods: Ex- 
plicit algorithms advance from one time step to the next using information available from the 
previous time step, or earlier ones. Implicit methods, on the other hand, include information 
from adjacent points in the flow field at the same time step as the point being solved for. This 
necessitates the siniult aneous solution of sets of linear equations, and results in expensive matrix 
inversions. The simplicity and cost advantages of the explicit approach are offset by limitations 
in the allowable size of the time step. If these are exceeded instability, which is a reflection of 
the system's inability to return after a perturbation to  a state of equilibrium, renders the method 
ineffective. Large time steps are desired to reach a steady-state solution rapidly, but classical 
linear stability analysis (ref. 28) predicts only conditional stability for explicit methods, such that 
small time steps must be taken. A related measure of merit is stiffness, which signifies the relative 
restriction to the time step limit imposed by a stability bound versus an accuracy bound. It is 
the wide range of length scales from fine to coarse grid regions which introduces the stiffness 
that causes stability limits for explicit methods. Similar analysis predicts unconditional stability 
for implicit met hods, which makes them attractive for problems which require fine grid spacing 
for numerical resolution. Since the equations being solved are nonlinear, there are time step 
limitations even for iinplicit niethods, but they are not as restrictive as for explicit approaches. 
3.3.1 Beam-Warming block AD1 algorithm.- The finite-difference method employed in 
the ARC3D code, which is the core from which the T N S  program is fashioned, is the implicit ap- 
proximate factorization algorithm in delta form, by Beam and Warming (ref. 28). This alternating 
direction implict ( ADI) algorithm sweeps in each of the three transformed coordinate directions 
sequentially. Its significant improvement over previous AD1 met hods lay in its successful retention 
of conservation properties t lirough proper linearization of terms. IIistead of solving a sparse, but 
expensive block matrix of order of the [ dimension times the q dimension times the C dimension, 
three one-dimensional iiiatrix operators can be factored out and inverted individually, resulting 
in a significant coinput ational savings. The cross terms of the original operator are second-order 
accurate in time, so they can be disregarded if the chosen scheme is second-order accurate or 
less. The resultant oyerat ors, which are block tridiagonal because of the second-order central 
differencing employed, can be sequentially solved using lower-upper decomposition (LUD). 
n7hen the finite-difference algorithm is applied to the thin-layer approximation, equa- 
tion (3 .11)  reduces to: 
(3.13) 
where 6 is t.he central-difference operat.or and A and T are forward and hckward-difference 
operators; e.g., 
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(3.14) 
The time step h = AT corresponds to  first-order time-accurate Euler Implicit and Di2) ,  D f )  
and Dy' are the implicit and D?) is the explicit smoothing operator. The Jacobian matrices 
An,  b" and &' are obtained in the time linearizations of f i n ,  #" and Gn. These flux jacobians 
and the viscous coefficient matrix $1, which conies from the time linearization of the viscous 
vector Sn+',  are documented in appendix A. The other variables in equation 3.13 are described 
in reference 44. 
This algorithm is first- or second-order aecurate in time and second- or fourth-order accurate 
in space. The stability and accuracy of tlie numerical algorithm is described by Beam and 
Warming (ref. 28). According to the linear analysis, t.he numerical scheme is unconditionally 
stable in two dimensions, but in actual practice time step limits are encountered because of the 
nonlinear nature of t,he equations. In three dimensions the algorithm is unstable unless artificial 
dissipation is added. 
3.3.2 The diagonal AD1 modification.- Approximat e factorizaton techniques alone are 
not sufficient to make block implicit algorithms efficient,ly solvable for grids as large and corn- 
plicated as the present requirements dictate. The obstacle of the expensive inversion of block 
tridiagonal matrices has been circumvented by Pulliam and Chaussee (ref. 29), who took advan- 
t age of the eigenstructure to diagonalize the Jacobian matrices, as suggested by Warming, Beam, 
and Hyett (ref. 49). This process converted the block tridiagonal matrix to a scalar tridiagonal 
variety. 
The Jacobian matrices, -4, b, and l' are reduced through siiiiilaridy t,raiisformations to: 
To accomplish this the eigenvector, or similarity transformation matrices T , TV, and Tc i - are factored outside the spatial derivative terms, and new combinations of imp icit, smoothing 
operators (D, I, Di IT arid ) which easily diagonalize in scalar fashion are incorporated. The 
variables A AT,  and A, are diagonal eigenvalue matrices. A s  a result equation (3.13) is trans- 
foriiied to t t e scalar peiitadiagoiial forin, which reads: 
(3.16) 
where relat.ions exist bet,weeii Tt,  TV,  and Tc of the forin 
N = T;'T,,. rir-l = T,;]T<, P = T,-'T(, : p - 1  = (3.17) 
The similarity t~ra~isforiiiat.ion niat.rices Tt, T,, , Ti , and their inverse matrices are given in ap- 
pendix B. 
Since blie niodificat.ions are restricted t,o t.he iniplicit, or left,-hand side of equation (3.16): 
tlie converged steady-st,at,e solution will be identical t.0 t,he one obtained from the uiiiiiodified 
algorithm. Further, two-dimensional, linear stability analysis shows that t.he same unconditional 
st,abili t.y is ret,ained. This iiiodificat>iori reduces t,he scheme to first-order accurate in t,iine, and 
adds a. nonconservative feat.ure which degrades shock capt.ure for tlie t*iiiie-accurate mode? but, for 
steady-st.at,e solubions accuracy is not, impaired. 
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Flores applied scalar diagonalization to  the block tridiagonal TNS version of ARC3D (ref. 50). 
He realized as much as a 40 fold decrease in CPU time requirement from the inefficiently coded 
solutions whicli the “wing” TNS code version had been providing (fig. 25). During this iniple- 
mentation Flores discovered that specifying different Courant -Friedrichs-Levy ( CFL) numbers in 
different zones significantly enhanced convergence, a technique which has since been employed 
routinely for wing-body solutions. 
Pulliani and Steger (ref. 26) recoiiiniend space varying AT 60 inlprove convergence for steady- 
state solutions, especially for grids with spacings which vary from very fine to very coarse, as in 
the present case. Two spatially varying AT schenies were tested to improve convergence rate in  
the wing- alone study : 
( 3 . 1 8 ~ )  C‘FL AT = 7
and 
(3.18b) 
where J is the Jacobian of the coordinate transforination, A,,, is the inaximuni eigenvalue of 
the flux jacobians A, h, and 6, and Atp,, is a reference time step. The first time stepping 
technique performed marginally, but the latter scheme has significantly increased convergence 
rates (ref. 44). 
An alternate approach to correcting the efficiency problems of the block tridiagonal inver- 
sions is a iiiat>rix reduction method by BartJi and Steger (ref. 51). This technique reduces the 
original large block tridiagonal matrix to two smaller scalar t ridiagonals and one block two-by- 
two tridiagonal matrix. A significant reduction in  tlie number of arithnietic operations needed t.0 
solve the approximate factorization solution is again demonstrated. 
3.4 Boundary Conditions 
For coiiiplicaded wing-body grids t,he selection, iriiplemeiit,ation and assessment of BCs are 
as significant, and challenging as any other aspect of the problem. Among the requirenient,s that, 
t.he chosen BC’s must. sat.isfy are that, t,he physics of t,he flow be properly defined, that. they be 
posed in proper iiiatheiiiat,ical perspect,ive for t.he problem, and that. t,lie numerical approximation 
must. be accurate and efficient. without. degrading the stability of the interior solution. In addit,ion 
BCs must. be averaged or ot.lierwise cleverly specified in grid regions where singularities exist,. 
Sonieti nies iiuiiieri cal BC’s IIIUS t be fabri cat,ed to satisfy conipu t,ational s t.encils which extend 
beyond physical boundaries. 
3.4.1 General Specifications.- All BCs are impleniented explicitJy, which would seem at. 
variance with the implicit flow solver. This is done because iiicorporatAioii of implicit BCs requires 
niodification of the inversion mat,rices, which is 130th coiiiplicated and expensive. By t.reat,ing 
t.lieni explicit.ly, boundary conditions can be iiiodified or changed in a iiiodular fashion, without. 
affecting t,he basic properties of the code solver. Previous usage has shown t,hat this explicit, 
treatment, whicli gives zeroth-order time extrapolation, and either zeroth- or first-order space 
ext.rapolation, has caused no serious discrepancies in  t.he solution (ref. 27). 
. 
General specifications to this wing-body geometry. which were briefly mentioned in chapter 
2. include the enforcement of no-slip conditions everywhere 011 the aircraft surface by setting the 
surface velocities to zero. The sting which extends aft of the aircraft tail (fig. 14) is treated 
invisicdly, and flow tangency conditions are iiiiposed. Pressures on the surface are determined by 
applying tlie boundary-layer approximation, where dy/a i i  2 0 , such that p1 = p1 ; p l  is the static 
pressure on the body surface, and pa is the static pressure on the first computational surface off 
the body. The surface density is found from an adiabatic wall assumption which yields p1 = p2. 
Total energy is coinputed using equat.ion (3.4). Free-stream boundary conditions are set at all 
farfield boundaries. This approach can cause perturbations in the solution if the boundaries are 
close to regions of high gradient. When this is a factor, a more robust characteristic approach 
(ref. 27) can be employed. 
3.4.2 Grid Anomaly Regions.- In the present approach, the conditions at the outflow 
boundary are found by a zeroth-order extrapolation from the last plane such that Q J M A X  = 
Q J M A X - ] .  The symmetry plane BCs are more complicated: Here a zeroth-order space extrapola- 
tion is used for the density. A first-order extrapolation is employed for the x-direction Cartesian 
velocity component 11 and z-direction Cartesian velocity component ZL’, while the spanwise y- 
direction Cartesian velocity component 27 is set equal to zero to force symnietry. Pressure is also 
found by a first-order extrapolation and the total energy is computed using equation (3.4). 
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Along the extension of the fuselage forebody grid forward into the flow field, a singularity 
region is created because the circumferentially distributed points collapse onto each other, to  
form what. might. be viewed as a fuselage centerline axis (fig. 16). The solut,ion values here were 
determined by taking the average value of the superimposed points. This averaged value was 
then specified for these points, as required for future comput,at.ion. 
The “interface” of zonal boundaries, as described in section 2, is applied explicitly. This 
treatment causes no problems unless one attempts to run the code at lower subsonic speeds; if 
this is attempted the solutions on either side of the interface will not converge. 
There is a special treatment interface region in the [ - 7 plane which splits the top half of the 
wing flow field from the bottom half (fig. 26). The zones facing each other across this plane do 
not overlap, and averaging is employed to establish the values on the plane. Where the spacing 
to the first node on either side of the plane is equidistant, this process is straightforward. Where 
the distances are not equal, as with the interface situation between viscously clustered Zone 18 
and inviscidly clustered Zone 17, a linear weighting function is einployed to increase the influence 
of the solution from the nearer node. The cross section of the forebody in figure 27, and the 
enlarged detail in figure 28 display this disparity in node distances. 
3.5 Artificial Dissipation Treatment 
The solut,ioii of the Euler and Navier-St,okes equat,ions by nunierical techniques requires the 
addit.ion of some form of art.ificially introduced dissipat,ion. This is especially true for the Euler 
equat,ions because t.he physical processes being modeled do not, provide any natural dissipat.ion. 
For pract.ica1 purposes it is equally necessary for t*he Navier-St>okes equat,ions, t,o dampen high 8 
frequencies which are caused by shocks and other nonlinearities in the flow fields, and t,o control 
odd/even decoupling of grid poinds which is t,ypical of cent.ra1 differencing. The principal challenge 
to successfully einploying atrificial dissipat,ion is to apply enough in  t.he appropriate areas t.0 
prevent. unacceptable instabilities in the nunierics, without washing out t,he crisp capt,ure of the 
physical processes. 
There are two basic ways to introduce artificial dissipation: One is through the use of upwind 
differencing schemes, such as the “nionotone”, tot al-variation-diiiiiiiisliiIig (TVD), “flux-split ” and 
“flux difference ’’ methods, which automatically include a dissipation mechanism. The work of 
Steger and Warming (ref. 52) ,  Roe (ref. 5 3 ) ,  Van Leer (ref. 54), Osher and Ohakravarthy (ref. 55) 
are of this genus. These approaches were generated under the assumptions of characteristic theory 
and wave propagat ion, and they are all fundanlent ally equivalent to central differencing schemes 
to  which dissipation has been added. With t,hese approaches t.he dissipat,ion occurs automat.ically, 
I so the user has limited control of both the amount, applied and its effect, on the solution. 
The alternate approach, to use central differencing and consciously add artificial dissipation, 
has been widely used in MacCormack’s explicit scheme (ref. 56) ,  the explicit Runge-Kutta ineth- 
ods of Jaiiieson, Schmidt and Turkel (ref. 5’7), the work of Rizzi and Eriksson (ref. 58), and in 
this study. When the block tridiagonal solution approach is used, an explicit fourth-difference 
dissipat ion model must be eiiiployed because a fourth-difference implicit variety would alter the 
matrix structure inappropriately. A second-difference dissipation operator is then added to relax 
tlie stability bound introduced by tlie explicit operator. The use of the Pulliam and Chaussee 
(ref. 29) variation eliminates this difficulty, because the iiiiplicit fourth-difference dissipation op- 
erator diagonals may be conviently added to the converted scalar t ridiagonal solution matrix to 
form the efficiently configured scalar pentadiagonal result. The stability and convergence of the 
scheme are now enhanced at a minimal increase in cost. Iinplicit fourth-difference dissipation can 
still be improved upon, since the solution is a nonlinear process, in regions of high gradients. Near 
shocks an implicit second-difference operator should be added to take advantage of its narrow 
three point stencil. A toggle which activates this operator locally is typically used. The combined 
difference operator is given by: 
(3.19) 
where c::l,l and 
t,ively. The t.ernis for DilV and D, I C  have an equivalent, forinat. 
are t.he coefficients for the second- and fourt,li-difference operat,ors respec- 
We have used oiily the fourth-difference part, of the operator to date. The streaniwise cluster- 
ing has not yet been fine enough in the vicinity of the shocks for the five point. fourth-difference 
stencil, which spans i t ,  to cause overshoot, or undershoot stability problems. Pulliam’s excel- 
lent paper (ref. 59) on the subject. contains more detail on the fine points of applying artificial 
l 
I dissipation. 
3.6 Turbulence Models 
The Baldwin-Loinax turbulence model (ref. 10) has been used throughout this study. as well 
as predecessor studies, to determine a turbulent “eddy viscosity” with which to combine the 
laiiiinar eddy viscosity in the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes coiiiput ations. This phenomeno- 
logical approach to the measure of turbulence, and its effect on high Reynolds number solutions. 
is probleniatical, in that eddy viscosity is essentially a contrived quantity which models physical 
processes it cannot hope to concisely represent. 
3.6.1 Development of turbulence measures.- The phenoiiienological modeling concept 
results from Boussiiiesaue’s reulaceiiieiit of t.he niolecular visc0sit.v coefficient. in the Navier-St.okes 
equat,ions by a t,urbulek viscosity coefficient. (eddy viscosity) iI; an 18’77 preseiitat,iori (ref. G O ) .  
This new quaiitit,y represented a blend of flow propert.ies and mat.eria1 properties, and Prandt.l’s 
(ref. 61) subsequent! creation of t,he “mixing length” in 1925 popularized a way of viewing t,urbu- 
leiice which 1ia.s been widely used. It. has. however, suppressed t,he development. of more fit.t.ing 
alt ernat,ives. The strucdural approach to turbulent property calculation, as described by Chap- 
iiiaii and Tobak (ref. G2) ,  seeks to disprove t,lie st,at.ist.ical assunipt.ions of the plienonienolog-ical 
approach t.liat, all t,urbulent. niot.ions are randoiii, and t.herefore must. be averaged in a nonde- 
t,eriiiinist.ic fashion. The adlierent,s to this approach have used experimenbal observation and 
nu mer i c a1 c a1 c ul a t. i on t. o quantify t u r 13 ulent, s t. r u c t. ures . si1 ch as t, h e t. u r bulent. spot, first. rep or t. ed 
by Emnions (ref. 63). But. alt.liough large eddy siiiiulat,ion and other approaches have achieved 
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some quantification, as yet no theory has resulted which could replace the phenomenological 
approach in a broad enough way to be meaningful for practical applications. 
3.6.2 Phenomenological model candidates.- The algebraic models, also called zero- 
equation models since they require the solution of no partial differential equations, include the 
Baldwin-Lomax model and the Cebici-Smith model (ref. 64) from which the former was derived. 
The major difference between the two is that the Cebici-Smith inodel requires the specification of 
the BL thickness, whereas the Baldwin-Lomax model determines it from the calculated vorticity. 
The Cebici-Smith model performs well for solutions to t.he BL equations, with which it, is eas- 
ily applied. The Baldwin-Lomax niodel is more generally applicable, and has been the preferred 
method for Navier-Stokes solutions. Both methods are of quest ionable accuracy for the prediction 
of moderately to massively separated flow regions. 
A half-equation model has been proposed by Johnson and King (ref. 11)) which is so des- 
ignated because this approach uses only a single ordinary differential equation, which measures 
Reynolds shear stress. This formulation has exceeded algebraic inodel results for two-dimensional 
flow calculations with moderate separation, and plans have been set to modify it for use in a 
separated three-dimensional calculation. 
The two equation models, such as the K-E model, require the solution of two partial differential 
equations, which calculate the kinetic and internal energy. They are relatively expensive to apply, 
especially for fine grids. These approaches have not consistently iinproved the capture of turbulent 
flow features commensurat~e with their increased expense and, so, have found limited popularity 
in computational applications. 
3.6.3 Baldwin-Lomax model  specifications.- The Baldwin-Lomax model is a two-layer 
algebraic model in which p~ is given by 
(3.20) 
where y is the normal distance from the wall and ycrosso,,cp is the smallest. value of y at, which 
values from the inner and outer foriiiulas are equal. The eddy viscosit>y coefficient in the inner 
layer is based on t4he Praiidtl mixing-length t41ieory 
The parameter E is the mixing length corrected with the Van Driest damping factor to account 
for the laminar sublayer 
E = b y  [l - t-'sp( - y + / A + ) ]  (3.22) 
where k = 0.4, As = 26, and I c3 I is the iiiagnitude of  the vorticity given by: 
(3.23) 
This vorticity calculation is typically iiiade with difference approximations which assume an or- 
thogonal grid. If the grid is not orthogonal near a surface. Bart h (in private communication) has 
suggested using an alternate approach which makes use of contravariant velocities, to improve 
the accuracy of the calculation. 
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The y +  values are obtained from 
(3.24) 
The eddy viscosity coefficient in tlie outer layer is based on the distribution of vorticity which is 
used to deteriiiine t,he length scale and is given by: 
where I< = 0.0168 is t,he Clauser constant and Ccp = 1.G is an additional constant. The function 
F ~ V A K E  is defined by: 
(3.26) 
Ymax Fmaz 
or 
2 CWK YmazUDIF/Fmax 
where C W K  = 0.25 and 
(3.25) 
In equation (3.2'7) t,he second t,eriii is taken to be zero (except in wakes). 
ymax and Fmax are det,eriiiined from tlie function 
The quantit.ies 
The quantity F,,,, is the iiiaxiiiiuiii value of F ( y )  that occurs in tlie BL profile and ymaz  is tlie 
value of y at which F,,, occurs. In wakes the exponential term is set equal to zero. The function 
F I ~ L E B  is the Klebanoff iriteriiiittency factor given by 
(3.29) 
Although not seen explicitly, tlie Reynolds nuniber enters into tlie coinputation of eddy 
viscosity through the coinput atioii of g+. When the variables in equation (3.24) are nondimen- 
sionalized, the following expression is obtained: 
(3.30) . 
For ~iiore discussion 011 t,he Baldwiii-Loiiiax turbulence iiioclel, t.he reader is referred to t.he original 
paper (ref. 10). 
The dist.ance from tlie wall y used in the preceding forniulations is an easilv coniputed ar- 
cleiigth for points near a siiiiple planar surface. The same length in corner regions was deteriiiiiied 
from a formulation developed by Hung (ref. 65), which took into tlie consideration tlie normal 
distance from both walls as follows 
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(3.31 ) 
where y and 2 represent t,he arclengths normal to the int,ersecting walls. 
1x1 the wake regions the distance from tlie wall is calculated nornial to the zone centerline, 
which hypothetically coincides with the wake centerline (fig. 20). For present purposes the as- 
suiiiption is probably valid at low to inoderate angles of attack up to one half chord aft of the 
trailing edge. Since the shear energy is not large in the wake, compared to the BL, the primary 
improvement in the wake flow calculation conies more from the refinenient of the grid, than from 
turbulence model inputs. This use of the wake centerline will be more accurate if tlie wake grid 
is made adaptive in future code improvements. 
The Baldwin-Lomax model has obvious liinitations because of its reliance on the eddy vis- 
cosity concept, but it has proven to be reasonably accurate for predicting moderately separat,ed 
flows at reasonable computational expense. 
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4. STRAKE-WING-FUSELAGE SOLUTION RESULTS 
4.1 Introduction 
Tlie determination of which solutions were to be comput,ed was driven by tlie aircraft design 
goal: t,o exploit, t,he format,ion of the separat,ed vort,ex from a shake or leading edge extension 
for t.he generation of so-called “nonlinear lift,.” To dat,e, the underst.anding of these complicated 
int,eractions has been restricted to observat,ions of experiment.al wind t,unnel and water t,unnel 
flow visualization, and evaluation of liinit<ed measurenient.s. Wind burinel visualization lias been 
comprised of smoke trails, which dissipate; light. sheet illuniination, which is planar; and surface 
oil flow t.races. Laser velociinetry and aneiiioinet ry have provided nonint,rusive measure1iient.s of 
vort,ical structure much improved over those at.t,ainable with probes, but t,hese techniques are 
still t.oo expensive and cumbersome to be used rout,inely. This is especially true for evaluation of 
dynamic phenomena over extended sampling durat.ions. Although wat.er tunnel flow visualization 
lias proven more tractable, its Reynolds number limitat,ion, caused by cavitation effects and dye 
dispersal at higher water-flow velocities, has made quest,ionable the utility of using this technique 
for anything but, tlie most qualitative of coinparisom (ref. 66). Tlie computational efforts are 
intended to  overcome these deficiencies, but must, be compared against experimental results, 
within the liniitat,ions of their domain .of validity, to verify the comput,ations. 
To t,his end, cases were solved over a wide range of M, and R.eynolds numbers to get the 
broadest possible comparison with available and attainable experimental data. Solutions at higher 
angles of at.t,ack were emphasized to insure t,he formation of a strake vort,ex, and when possible a 
wing vort.ex. Wing t,ip vortices, which ot.liers have fine tuned the TNS code to capture (ref. 67)) 
were inadequat,ely resolved in t,liese initial grids. Since the primary interest. is the inboard region 
of the flow field. t,he t,ip-region resolution is relegated t,o improvement, in  future grids. 
Current. 11 11 der s I. an di ng of t li ree-dimension a1 sepa.rat.ion is principally derived from studies 
about generic shapes such as ogive cylinders. Recent successful computations about compli- 
cated wings (ref. 44) have provided insight into tlie limitations of t*he present solution method in 
properly capturing separated flow. These liini tat.ions deal principally witsli the sensitivity of the 
separation domain to fine tuning of the smoothing parameters, and relaxat,ion of tlie turbulence 
model in  areas of massive separation. There have been sonic successful coiiiputations of aircraft. 
configurabions, but, for relatively simple geoiiiebries (ref. 16), wit.11 liniited separation, and often 
wit,hout, proper capture of flow physics (ref. 6). 
In bliis chapt.er, tlie coinput.at,ional aspect.s of t,he TNS zonal algorithm are present,ed, and 
t lien t,he matlieinat,ical and t,opological considerat,ions of separa.t.ed flows will be discussed t.o 
provide a framework for viewing t,he solution result,s. Tlie impact. of the art,ificial dissipation 
and t.urbulence models on separated flow will be considered. Then the experiiiient,al t,est data 
Imse will be described, followed by presentation of t . 1 ~  laminar and t.urbulent solut,ions. The 
flow-fields will be evaluat,ed t,lirough topological analysis of  computed particle traces, comparison 
t.o wind and wat.er tunnel flow visualization and comparison t,o wind t.uiiiie1 pressure distribution 
measurements. 
4.2 Computational Aspects of the Zonal Algorithm 
It will be beneficial t.0 invest,igat,e some of t,he iiieasures of solution efficiency t.0 evaluat,e 
how t.he improvement,s driven by systems considerations affect. t.he duration and expense of t,he 
3.3 
I solution process. This study presents the development. and application of an engineering tool; but 
the skillful utilization of this tool is essential to getting the most out of it. 
4.2.1 Measures  of solut ion efficiency.- In Chapter 3, the modifications to the block tridi- 
agonal matrix structure which rendered the algorithm scalar pentadiagonal were discussed, along 
with an evaluation of iiiiprovenients of both efficiency and accuracy because of the easy incorpora- 
tion of a fourth-difference implicit artificial dissipation operator. In this section we will continue 
with an assessment of data iiiaiiageiiieiit st rat egies from efficiency, accuracy, arid reliability per- 
spectives. 
The convergence rate of the diagonal version of the code versus the block tridiagonal version 
has already been depicted in figure 25 (ref. 50). The geometry used in that sample siniulation was 
a N A C A  001'2 wing at free-stream flow conditions; 11, = 0.8'26, o = 2" and Re = 8.0~10' .  This 
case involved a strong shock with a moderate amount of separation. As such it is representative 
of the efficiency improvemeiit s realized in the present transonic solutions of a more complex 
configuration. 
The data nianagement. of this large application code, discussed in general terms in Chapter 
2, can now be assessed through evaluation of soine sample solution statistics. Memory, speed, 
and I/O(input/output) requirements of the TNS code are quite substantial. The key element for 
handling the memory and 1/0 requirements is the solid state device (SSD), especially in handling 
the transfer of metrics, as the example will show. 
The metrics, which are stored in three different. orientations, constitute a large body of 
informat.ion. Since each of the metric arrays is required in main memory several t.iiiies for each 
grid zone during each iteration, the 1/0 requirenient,s are formidable. When utilized properly 
blie SSD handles t.his without probleiii, but if insufficient SSD is requested then the information 
which will not fit. in the available SSD is automatically fed to disk storage. As t.he coniput.at.iona1 
sbatktics displayed in  t.able 6 denionstrate for a turbulent- calculation of the 18 zone grid (hIx = 
0.9, Re = 4 . 5 3 ~ 1 0 '  and o = 4"): the 1/0 becomes prohibitively expensive both in durat.ion arid 
computer' cost. To put, t,arigihle perspective 011 the tilie expense, the disk-st.orage-iiiterisive run 
took 4 days of interiiiit.tent. run-t.in~e, which needlessly limited the access of ot,liers t o  the syst em. 
The SSD optiiiiized versioii ran cleanly in i real-t.ime clock hours. 
TABLE 6.- COST STATISTICS FOR TWO TNS PROC~RAM SOLITTJONS 
(18 zone wing-body, M, = 0.90, Re, = 4.53 x lo', cy = 4") 
Quaritit,y 95% storage in SSD 50% storage in SSD 
Iterations 
('PIT Time ( H r )  
1 / 0  Requests 
hleiiiory x CPlT t,iIiie* 
hleiiiory x 1/0  time* 
SSD 1 / 0  Time (Sec) 
Disk I jO  Time ( H r )  
Cost, (coiiiput.er dollars) 
500 
2.80 
2 .49~10 '  
901 1 
1155 
433.7 
2 0  
5561 
500 
2.89 
2.51 x 10' 
9321 
938'23 
6G.i 
9.85 
4691 9 
*Million words per b e w i l d .  
The statistics in table 6 paint a sobering picture of the I ,O  costs that inattention to proper 
eniploynient of SSD storage will cause. The two jobs compared are identical, except that one 
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achieved 95% of its temporary storage on SSD because of proper accessing job control language, 
and the other accomplished only 50% SSD temporary storage, the remainder sent by default to  
disk. The 95% solution also had some unnecessary data storage trimiiied out, which resulted in  tlie 
slight difference in CPU time, 1/0 requests and Memory x CPU time. The real difference in the 
two is reflected in the 1/0 time figures of merit, which show two-orders-of-magnitude difference, 
resulting in a computer accounting cost difference of an order of magnitude. Tlie message clearly 
is that care should be taken to use SSD to the maximum extent possible. 
4.2.2 Vectorization enhancement.-  To take advantage of tlie high-speed characteristics 
of a vector processing systems like tlie Cray XMP series, it is essential to have an understanding 
of tlie fundamental abilities of a given Cray compiler as it accomplishes vectorization on the 
in neriiios t do- r ange of a mu1 t i di men si on a1 do-loop . Some fu 11 d ament a1 con si der at ions include 
(1) that the longest string (i.e., the finest grid dimension) of those ranges available should be 
placed in the innermost loop; ( 2 )  dependence 011 information from a previous increment within 
tlie innermost loop should be avoided; and (3) “if” statements in tlie innermost loop should be 
avoided, or if unavoidable should be handled using specially designed (’ray FORTRAN logical 
statements. There are many subtleties to the correct structuring of vectorizable do-loops, but tlie 
dividends make tlie effort, worthwhile. A 14% decrease in run time required for all applications of 
tlie code was realized by enhancing vectorization in just six do-loops of one often-used subroutine. 
This allows the researcher to obtain faster job turnaround. 
It is worth mentioning taliat it is precisely this vectorizat,ion capability which gives the vector 
processors the ability t,o run at high “million floating point, operat.ions per second” (MFLOPS ) 
rates. According t.o the operations guidelines distributed for the CRAY XMP/48 system, well- 
vect,orized FORTRAN codes using the standard compiler without, any special optimization should 
be able to  attain 100 MFLOPS. Since we have clocked 63 MFLOPS for the wing-alone version of 
tlie TNS code, there seems t.0 be room for improvement. 
4.2.3 Zonal restructuring.-  A grid inadequacy which was uncovered during t.he presenta- 
dion of one of tlie initial solutions provided the opportunity to denionstrat.e tlie versatility of t.lie 
zonal approach for grid modification. This inadequacy was t,liat, the grid was t.oo coarse in the 
circumferential direction around the strake edge, resulbing in t,he inability to properly capture 
the vorticid effect, and resultant low-pressure region on t.op of the strake for high angle of attack 
flows. Although the solution converged, the pressure in that, region was higher t h n  appropriate. 
The alt,ernatives were to  generate a new coarse base grid wit.11 finer circuniferent,ial spacing, or to  
replace a zoned region of the coarse grid witli new zones. wliicli would possess the requisit.e fine 
spacing; t.his was blie course chosen. The resultant, approach replaced the forward fuselage zone, 
wliich liad been ctesignat,ed ZONE 1, wit.11 ZONES 1, 17, and 18, as depict.ed in  figures 25-26. Tlie 
new ZONE 1 and ZONE 1 7  represent, suhset,s of t.lie previoiis ZONE 1, since t,he coarse circuni- 
ferent.ia1 spacing could be retained in  t,liose regions. A s  will he d e s c r i l d  la.t.er in this chapter, t,he 
refined spacing in the st.rake region now covered by ZONE 18 is adequat,e t,o capt,ure t,he most 
sensit.ive of vort,ical flow det,ails. This process was acconiplished wit.11 relat,ively simple and quick 
modifications bo t,he ZONEH grid subdivision program, with results which demonstrate its utility 
for geometry redefinition. 
4.3 Mat hematical  and Topological Considerat ions 
4.3.1 Background.- The use of drakes and similar devices which ge1ierat.e n o n l i n c . ~ ~ ~  lift. can 
be charact,erized as the manipulat,ion of separat,ion effects in  a posit.ive fashion. The evaluat.ion of 
t.lie flow fields for two-dimensional applicat,ioiis can be relat,ively st,raiglit.forward, since t,he concept. 
of flow reversal, in  which flow is opposite t.o tlie free-sbreani direct.ion, provides a. boundary. For 
!.he b!iree-di:iier?sisi?al problem, which is a.ppropria.t.e for aircraft. configurat.ions, t,liis concept is no 
longer that helpful since tlie direction reversed is itself ambiguous. The proper approach to three- 
dimensional flow-field analysis has, therefore, received much at tention and resulted in contrasting 
positions on the best way to quantify the resultant phenomena. 
The development of measures of three-dimensional separation have sprung from the physical 
manifestations available from wind tunnel tests. Maskell (ref. 68) was attempting to explain tlie 
foriiiation of oil streaks on models which had been coated with oil dots prior to tunnel operation 
when he categorized tlie pattern of skin-friction lines close to the surface as tlie skeleton structure 
of the entire flow field. 
Legendre (ref. 69) introduced the concept of liiiiitiiig streaiiilines which possessed the qualities 
of a continuous vector field. Since streamlines represent tlie local velocity direction at each point in 
the flow field, they would not exist on a no-slip surface itself. where tlie velocity is zero. Through 
any noiisingular point there could be only one trajectory. hlaiiy trajectories could converge 
to or diverge from the singular or critical points in a variety of fashions. The mathematical 
categorization of these various singular points, and the lines which emanate from or enter theni, 
provide the inathematical framework within which to evaluate and quantify three-dimensional 
flow fields. 
It was Lighthill (ref. 70) who tailored this approach to viscous flows by treating a continuous 
vector field of skin friction lines rather than limiting streamlines. This analysis provided validity 
to the oil-streak techniques employed by Maskell (ref. 68), Maltby (ref. 71 ) and others. Coincident 
wit li tlie development of Light hill’s treat iiient was tlie shared observation that three-diniensional 
separation was manifest ed by the convergence of skin-friction lines onto a particular skin-friction 
line. From this line a stream surface leaves the solid surface, and typically coils up in a vortical 
fashion. There is general agreement that this is a necessary condition for separation to occur, but 
its sufficiency is questioned. 
4.3.2 Mat hematical foundations for the skin-friction field.- To examine the condi- 
tions for separation and behavior of critical points, it is necessary to  consider the wall shear 
stress field. Skin-friction lines are defined as tlie integral curves of the wall shear stress vector 
exerted by tlie fluid on tlie wall. If at any point the wall shear stress vanishes, the field possesses 
a saddle or a nodal point, at which the skin-friction lines’ directions are indeterniinate. Tlie 
ii phase-plane” and i‘pliase-space” methods of exploring tlie properties of solutions of ordinary 
differential equations have proved to be extremely successful in the field of rioiiliriear dyiiaiiiical 
systems. Oswatitsch (ref. 72), arid Lighthill (ref. 70) examined viscous flow patterns close to a 
rigid boundary aiid classified certain classical points which can occur. They used a niathemat- 
ics which is equivalent to tlie phase-plane trajectory analysis. Also Perry aiid Fairlie (ref. 73),  
arid Horiiuiig aiid Perry (ref. 74) applied tliese techniques t o  fluid flow problenis. Tlie following 
analysis outlines tlie matliematical procedure for tlie topograylip of skin-friction lines and critical 
points. 
The system of equations for part,icle patlis ii1 a st.eatly flow is given by 
where r ,  y, aiid z are Cartesian coordinates and t i ,  ( 7 .  arid I I T  are tlie Cartesian velocity coniporieiits 
along z, y, and z ,  respectively. The skiu-friction lines, or liiiiitiiig streanilines, are obtained by 
exploring the limiting behavior of equations (4.1 ). But because of the no-slip boundary condition 
at  the wall, equations (4.1) are trivial (i.e., u = 2' = u' = 0, as z + 0; assuniing z is noriiial to t,he 
surface). At this point, it is helpful to int,roduce a pseudo-t,ime d r  such as 
Rewriting, equat,ions (4.1 ) yield 
. dx u 
d r  z 
x = - = -  
. dy v 
y=-&=; 
dz w 
d r  z 
J = - -  - - 
(4.3) 
It. is necessary to analyze the limiting behavior of the shear-stress tensor given in equations (3.3).  
At. the surface, the following conditions for t,he velocity component,s aiid their derivatives hold: 
but, from the coIit,inuidy equat,ion, u~~ = 0 also. Hence equat,ions (3 .3)  reduce to 
Taking the limits as z + 0 for the last, two of the preceding equations yields 
or 
( 4 . 5 )  
(4 .7)  
It, is assumed that,, for steady flow of an incompressible Newtonian fluid with constant vis- 
c0sit.y at. f i d e  Reynolds riuiiiber over a siiiooth continuous wall, t,he velocity and pressure are 
regular, so t.liat. local solutioiis can be written as Tayior series expansions in t,he space coordinates. 
The iiiat.liematica1 support. for this assunipt,ioii is discussed by Ladyzlienskaya (ref. 7.5). Eyua- 
tiori (4.7) reveals t.hat. t.he vect.or quant.it.y u,/z is equal t o  ~ ~ ~ / p ,  and the vecbor field u / z  h a s  the 
same integral curves as the wall shear stress, i.e.. t,he skin-friction lines. When u / z  is expanded 
into a Taylor series about the critical point,, and only the lowest order terms are retained, the 
following linear syst,em of first-order ordinary differential equations is obtained: 
[;I = [: :] [;I 
where a: b, candd are const,ant,s of the expansion, or 
Hence, the assumption that the velocity components are Taylor series expandable about a critical 
point is equivalent to assuming that the (autonomous) partial differential equations for fluid flow 
can be reduced to  a set of ordinary differential equations (ref. 73). The matrix F of equation (4.9) 
has eigenvalues A I  and A? which may in general be real or coniplex. The corresponding eigenvector 
slopes are 
m1 = ( A 1  - a ) / b  = 4 x 1  - d )  
m? = ( A ?  - a ) / b  = c/( A? - d )  
(4.10) 
which, for the case of A1 and A 2  real, may be shown to correspond to the slopes of certain 
trajectories, the sepratrices, which emanate from the critical points. 
There is just one skin-friction line through each point on a surface, except a point of separation 
or att.achment, where 7, = 0. These points are the singular points of the differential equations 
governing the t<opography of t,he skin-friction lines. Such singular points are classified (ref. 76) 
depending on the values of the following quantities: 
(4 .11)  
and 
(4.12) 
Tlie classificatioii of possible crit.ica1 poii1t.s is shown in figure 29 from reference 7 3 .  X singular 
point. where q < 0 is a “saddle point,;” a point. where q > 0, however, is a “nodal point..” A nodal 
point, (fig. 29( a ) )  is a point, where all of t,lie skin-frict.ion lines except, one (labeled AA in fig. 29) 
are t,angential t.o a single line BB. A focus (fig. 29(1))) differs from a nodal point, in that, it, has no 
coiiiiiion t,angent line. An infii1it.e nuiiiber of lines spiral around the singular point,, eit,lier awa.g 
from i t  ( a  focus of attachment) or int,o it. (a focus of separation). At a saddle point (fig. 29(c)),  
there are only two particular lines (CC and DD) t,liat pass through the singular point,. These lines 
represent. eigenvect,ors. The flow directions 011 opposing sides of the singular point, are inward on 
one part.icular line and out,ward 011 the oblier line. All o f  t.he ot.her lines pass hy the singular 
point. in direct.ions coiisist,ent, wit.11 the directions of t.he adjacent eigenvect.ors. Chit,ical poi1it.s 
corresponding t,o values of p and q along the axes ( p  = 0 and/or q = 0 )  and on 6lie parabola 
p = 4q‘ are dege1ierat.e” foriiis. U 
4.3.3 Topography of skin friction lines.- Singular points have certain characteristics 
that largely determilie the distribution of skin-friction lines 0 1 1  tlie surface. The nodal point 
of attaclinient is typically a stagnation point on the forward face of the body, where the free 
stream attaches itself to the surface. Hence the nodal point of attacliiiient behaves like a source 
from which the skin-friction lines issue and circuiiiscribe tlie body. The nodal point of separation. 
however, behaves like a sink where the skin-friction lines on the body surface teriiiinate. 111 other 
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words, this is the rear stagnation point of tlie body. The saddle point acts typically to separate 
the skin-friction lines issuing from these nodes. The total number of singular points for a possible 
pattern on a smooth surface is subject to a topological rule that the number of nodal points must 
exceed the number of saddle points by 2 (ref. 76). A physical explanation for this is presented by 
Lighthill (ref. 70): since there are infinite number of skin-friction lines on the surface, and they 
must begin and end soniewhere, there is at least one nodal point of attachment and one nodal 
point of separation. If there are two nodal points of attachment, however, the skin-friction lines 
from each node must soniewhere run into each other; this necessitates the introduction of a saddle 
point in between. 
This type of an arrangement, which has been detected on tlie forward facing canopy of the 
Space Shuttle, is depicted in figure 30 taken from (ref. 69). This same conibination of two nodal 
points of attachment and one saddle point of separation is quite possibly present on tlie F-16A 
canopy at low angle of attack, but such a feature will not be resolved until the grid is made finer 
in that, local flow region. 
If there are n nodal points of attachment, there will be (n - 1) saddle points accordingly. 
Hence the whole combination is equivalent to a single node of attachment which behaves like 
a “source” as explained before. Similarly, ni nodal points of separation and (n? - 1) saddle 
points behave like a “sink” into which tlie skin-friction lines eiiianating from t lie “source” vanish. 
Therefore, there are (m + R )  nodal points axid ( m + n  -2)  saddle points. and the topological law is 
satisfied. A particular skin-friction line emerging from a saddle point prevents tlie lines froiii tlie 
nodal points of at t aclinient from crossing each other. This particular skin-friction line is called 
a line of separation. Skin-friction lines from either side asymptotically converge on tlie line of 
separation. Hence, it is possible to define the line of separation as a particular skin-friction line 
toward which other skin-friction lines converge rapidly (in an asymptotic manner, but not a cusp- 
like manner (refs. 7’0 and 73). Conversely, a line of reattachmentn is defined as a particular line 
from which other skin-friction lines diverge rapidly. It should be kept! in mind that this definition 
is associated with tlie necessary condition of tlie separation. Whether it is also suf i c i en t  continues 
as a matter of debate (ref. 77). 
In the vici1iit.y of the line of separation, tlie liiiiiting streaniline niust leave the surface. This 
can be shown as follows: at a very siiiall distance z from the surface tlie velocity was found 
(4 .7)  
Coi1binuit.y must be sat,isfied in a st.ream t,ube, for which the volume flow rade Ad is expressed as 
c011st. (4.13) Q 
2 
A g = : d -  = 
From equation (4.7) 
1 
q = - : TIP 
c” 
(4.14) 
where ct is ?!le distance hetween ?he streaiiiliiies. q = I u I and T ~ ~ .  = I T ~ , ,  I. From equations (4.13) 
and (4 .14)  
(4.1.5) -112 : 5 ( d  TI,,) 
Hence, tlie height of tlie limiting streaniline : above the surface grows rapidly as tlie line of 
separation is apprmclied. Accorchg to equation (3.1 51. the niechanisiii which causes the limiting 
streaiiilines to leave the surface is twofold: first, the resultant skin-friction T,, becoiiies vaiiisliingly 
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sriiall near the saddle point, and second, the dist,ance d between the adjacent, limiting streamlines, 
falls rapidly as the limiting streamlines converge toward the line of separation. 
4.4 Effects of Artificial Dissipation and Turbulence Models 
Turbulence and art.ificia1 dissipation models play crucial roles in the simulat,ion of separabed 
flows and shock/BL interactions. Since there is an inti1iiat.e relation bet.ween t,he skin frict,ion field 
and flow separation, correct comput.ation of BLs is very important,. To assess the relat,ive effects 
of these niodeis on ihe BL characteristics, a series of test. cases was coinput,ed by Kaynak et. al. 
(ref. 44) for attached and shock-induced separat.ed t.1iree-dinieiisional flows. The extrapolation of 
the conclusions drawn about. the ubility of dissipation and t,urbulence modeling concepts for t,he 
drake-wing-body coinput,ed herein is straight,forward. 
Kaynak compared computed results of a two-diinensional attached flow around a NACA 0012 
airfoil at. M, = 0.5, Re = 2 . 8 9 ~ 1 0 ~  and a = 0" to experiinent.al wind tunnel test. data taken 
by Thibert et al. (ref. 78) for pressure coefficient dist,ributions, and found good agreement,. He 
assessed BL capture abilit.ies of the TNS code by comparison against computed profiles from a 
proven transonic airfoil, interactive BL code written by St.eger and Van Dalsem (ref. i 9 )  called 
TRIVIA. It, was det,ermiiied from bhe comparison that, the TNS code was not developing correct, 
BL profiles. The smoot.hing schenie in use with the diagonaIized algoribliin was developed for an 
inviscid solver (ref. -57). With this scheme the smoothing varies inversely wit,h grid cell-volume, 
which is inappr0priat.e for a viscous grid. Kayiiak corrected this problem by specifying a Mach 
function: 
(3.32) 
t.o be multiplied by the original smoot.hing operator indikat,ed in equation (3.19).  This approach 
reduces smoothing for both separated and at,taclied subsonic flows, but. differentiat,es bet,ween t,he 
two. The amounts of correct.ion was determined coiiiput,ationally by trial-and-error, and in all 
ca.ses forces the art,ificial viscosit,y t,o zero at. solid no-slip boundaries. This correction has not. 
been eiiiployed in t.he present, solut,ions, but, should be applied when a.ccurat,e coefficient, of drag 
(C'd ) calculat,ioii is desired, or for BL profile port.raya1. 
hf2, for attached flows 
{ M ,  for separat,ed flows f(M) = 
Kaynak et. al. (ref. 44) also found that. iiiodificat.ions to t,he t.urbulence model were necessary 
to properly capt,ure Separation effecds. The Baldu-in-Loniax niodel, which is an equilibriuiii model, 
predict.s t,oo sharp ail increase in t.he out.er layer eddy viscosit.y t.lirough t.he separat.ion shock. The 
increase of eddy viscosi t,y froni its local equilil>riuin value far from t,he wall leads t.o iiiore t,urbulent. 
iiiixing and 60 iiiore shear st.ress t.0 balance the adverse pressure gradient, suppressing t.he t.eIideiicy 
toward separation. R0t.t .a (ref. 80) concluded from experinient.al daba t'liat, when t,urbulent flow 
is pert,url>ed froiii it.s local equilibrium da te ,  a dist.ance of about. one order of niagnit.ude great.er 
than the boundary layer thickness is required t,o at.tain a new equilibriuiii st at,e. To account. 
for t,he upst.reaiii turbulence history effects, Shang and Hankey (ref. CUI ) used a relaxation eddy 
viscosit,y model; i.e., 
( 3 . 3 3 )  
where is the turbulent dyiiaiiiic eddy viscosity. t C y  is the local equilibriuiii eddy viscosity 
evaluated from equation (3.20), 60 is the eddy viscosity at the upstreaiii location 6 0 ,  and X is 
the relaxation lengt 11. A good review of turbulence model relaxation techniques can be found in 
Hung (ref. 82). Conceptually, equation (3.33) approxiiiiates the experimental observation that, 
in an abrupt disturbance of a turbulent flow, the Reynolds stress reiliains nearly frozen at its 
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initial value while it, is being convected along streamlines, and then exponenbially approaches 
a new equilibrium state. In a numerical calculation, the location from which the relaxat,ion 
process is initiated, ;PO, and a relaxation length scale which describes the exponendial decay of 
the eddy viscosity distribut,ion, A, must be specified. There are two limiting cases which bound 
the relaxation length. For X = 0, the t,urbulent. eddy visc0sit.y equals the local equilibriuni value, 
and for X = m, the initial value €0 is frozen and is used everywhere in the region II: > 20. Via 
numerical experiment.at,ion, Kaynak found X = 40 60 to be a good value. 
His implenientation of t.he relaxation turbulence model was applied to the computat.ion of 
t,hree-dimensional separat,ecl flows on wings for t,he first, t,iine, and improvementas were observed 
in the skin-friction topography as well as the pressure coefficient. This approach has not yet 
been applied to the solutions of F-16A flow-fields, in part, because die supercrit,ical wing design 
delays massive separation t,o high angle of at,t.ack. When t.hese high angle of attack solutions are 
obt,ained, this technique and its impact, on the separated flow field should be evaluated. 
A special consideration with t,he application of t.he Baldwin-Lomax (ref. 10) turbulence model 
for a wing-fuselage is t,he proper capt,ure of cross-flow separation effects on the leeward side of 
the fuselage at high angle of att.ack. Cross-flow separation, as depict.ed in figure 31 t,aken from 
Degani and Schiff (ref. 83), occurs when the flow froin windward to leeward separates into a coiled 
vortex. This primary vortex reattaches near the syrnmetry plane, often generating a secondary 
vortex inboard. The proper capt,ure of this secondary vort.ex, and even possible tertiary vortices, 
is essential t,o correct,ly reflecting the physics driving the primary vortex, in its formation and 
shedding process. The st,rengt.li and impact of t,hese vortical constructions increases with angle 
of at,t,ack. 
The proper capture of these constructions with the Baldwin-Loniax turbulence inodel is 
problematical because of the manner in which the function F,,, (See Sec. 3.6.3) and subsequently 
( c ( T ) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  (eq. 3.25) are determined. The difficulty stems from the calculation of F ( y )  (eq. 3.28), 
for which the maximuin is determined on a ray which extends from the surface through the BL, 
as shown in figure 31. For a simple BL profile a well defined peak will be easily determined, 
for instance at location b in figure 31. For cross-flow separations, two or more peaks can occur 
because of the distinct vortical constructions (fig. 32), the inner one (designated a in fig. 31) of 
which gives the proper F(y) value. If the maxiinurn F ( y )  for the higher peak of the outer primary 
vortex is incorrectly utilized, the secondary arid tertiary aspects of the flow field may be washed 
out. For the F-1GA geometry of the present study, secondary and tertiary constructions were 
captured without including the Degani-Schiff F( y )  correction. The reason for this unexpect4ed 
success is unclear, except that the sharp edge of the strake (fig. 27) may cause this geometry to 
be less susceptihle to the prohleni. It is likely that in  fuselage regions upstream of the strake this 
problem will be significant at higher angle of at tack. reqiiiriiig the correction outlined in  (ref. 83). 
4.5 Simulation of F-16A Faired-Inlet Flow-Fields 
Bot.11 laminar and turbulent, calculat,ions were perfornied because there was a variety of 
experimental t.est, media available bo verify t,lie coniput.at.iona1 resu1t.s. Turbulent, flow-fields were 
calculated at. M, = 0.5, Q = 0" and at. M, = 0.9 for 2", 4", arid 6" angle of at.t.ack at a R.eynolds 
Numher ( R e )  of 4.5 Y 1 O6 (based 011 wing-root, chord), t.0 ma.tch t.he wind t.unnel d a h  The 1a.inina.r 
soiut.ions were coliii>ut,ed at, M, = 0.3 and 0.6, wi!h 10" a.~g!e of a.t.t.a.ck a.Ild Re of 1.5 x lo4 ,  
t,o mat,ch the water tunnel Reynolds number. and t.o evaluabe a possible M, dependency of t.he 
st.rake vordex calculat.ion. A quasi-laminar case was also r u n  at. the wind tunnel Reynolds number 
t,o det.ermine Keynolds number effect. on vort.ex ca.pt.ure. 'l'his case also att,ained a higher angle 
of at.ta.ck than we could initmially achieve wit,li the finer grid required for turbulence modeling. 
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4.5.1 F-16A t e s t  data.- The primary experimental data used to  confirm the accuracy of 
the computed results was from a 1975 wind tunnel test directed by Hammond (ref. 39) using a 
one-ninth-scale F-16A niodel. This test was accomplished in tlie USAF AEDC 16T at  a standard 
Reynolds number of 2.5 x lo6 per foot, covering the M, range from 0.60 t.0 1.55. Tlie angle of 
attack ranged from -5” to 28”, and for this model, tunnel blockage is estimated to be less than 
one percent. Force balance load measurements were taken, as were pressure measurements froni 
510 orifices located 011 the model. Transition grit was affixed to the model in a shallow ring 1.67 
inches aft of the nose, and within one-tenth inch of the leading edge of the wing and tail surfaces 
to promote correct. turbulent BL generation. Grit was also placed 0.73 in. aft of the inlet lip 011 
tlie fuselage underside for the same purpose. 
Oil flow visualization was available from a 1972 YF-16.4 test. enfry, which used a geometry 
equivalent, to that of the 1976 F-16A t.est,. The visualizat ioii was acconiplislied by painting t.he 
niodel wit.11 oil and t,heri varying t,he angle of at,t,ack a.t. constsant, M,. Apparently the angle 
of atback was niaint,ained briefly at  a given sett.ing t.0 stabilize t,he oil flow pattern prior t o  
photographing. The angle of at,tack was t.hen increased while the tunnel continued to  run, without 
applying more oil. This “alpha sweep” technique niay result. in hyst,eresis from a lower angle of 
attack oil streak pat,t,erri affecting the position arid t,lius shapes of subsequent. pat,t.erns at higher 
alpha. There is also the possibility of the oil set,ting up and resisting change. For these reasons 
oil flow visualization must, be considered as an aide to  the understanding process. It should not 
be relied upon to provide a definitive characterization of the surface st,reaniline behavior. Oil flow 
visualization was also available from a 1972 Pre-YF-16A geoniet,ry evaluat.ed in a wind tunnel 
t.est. run at. the Cornel1 Aeronautical Laboratory facilities, Buffalo N. Y. Since t.his configuration 
possessed an unreflexed st,rake (fig. 8), coniparison of strake-related flow plienoinena would be 
misleading. However, general flow features exhibited by oil flow on the wing are still of iliaerest. 
Wat,er tunnel test,s were conduct.ed on a one-seventy-second-scale F-16A plastic niodel in 
blie NASA Aiiies Drydeii Research Center Flow Visualizat,ion Faci1it.y ( FVF). Tlie dest. sect.ion 
in  that facility nieasures 16 in. by 24 in., and is orient.ed vert,ically, wit.11 Plexiglas sidewalls for 
all aspect. viewing around t,he longitudinal cent,erline. Typical Reynolds number ranges varied 
from 1.5 x lo4 to 2.5 x lo4  per foot, with t.ypica1 freest.ream fluid ve1ocit.y of about. 0.25 ft,/sec for 
opt,iniuni veget,able dye-t,race flow visualizat.ion (ref. 84). Bobh ext.ensive st.ill phot,ography and a 
VCR videotape were made of select.ed visualizadion fea.t.ures for ext.ended viewine; of significa.nt, 
aspect.s of the flow. 
Evaluation of the computed data is greatly facilitated by use of graphics workstations and 
post processing graphics software entitled “PLOT3D” developed by Peter Bunirig of Anies Re- 
search Center (ref. 85). A variety of scalar and vector functions may be presented in  three- 
diniensional visual perspectives. as well as coiiiputed particle traces and special surfaces of inter- 
est, 
As discussed b y  I.iayna.k et. al. (ref. 44) the part,icle t,races can be divided into t,wo groups: 
i‘st,reaiiilines” and “sect ioiial st reanilines.” Tliese two t.ernis are explained in  figure 33. If a particle 
is released from point, A ,  it.s pat,li niay be plot,ted in  several ways, including t,he t,liree sliown, 
AB, AC,  and AD. If its niot.ion is not confined to any surface, it. moves according tso t,he fluid 
dynamic forces and becomes a “st,reaniline.” Node t.liat in steady flow pat,lilines are equivalent, to 
streamlines. If the niotioii of tlie particle is confined to .r ~- y or y- z planes, “sectional streanilines” 
are oht,ained; the lines AD and AC, respehvely. It is not hard t,o imagine a sect,ioIial st.reaniline. 
For exaniple, the line AD niay be likened t,o the niotion of a. free-surface fluid particle when a 
body is immersed iiit.0 a liquid arid set, in60 niotion. I11 this case. the niot,iori of t,he part,icle is 
confined t.o the free-surface of tlie liquid. The sect,ional st,reanilines are coniput,ed from only t.he 
coniponends of velocit>y on t.liat padicular surface; i.e.. the project.ioiis of the ve1ocit.y vectors on 
the surface. Note t,liat, the sect,ional st.rea~iilines are not. the same as blie projection of st.reamlines 
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on t,li surfa es. For exampl if the streaniline AB was projecbed on the 2 - y or y - z surfaces, 
lines ot,her than AC or A D  would be obtained. 
4.5.2 Turbulent flow cases.- Solutions have been run at M, = 0.9 for angles of attack 
of 2", 4", and 6" at, a R.eynolds number of 4.53 x106, with t,he convergence criterion being at. 
least a three-orders-of-magnitude drop in the L2 Norm of the residual in all zones. Typically 
t,he drop ranged from t,hree t,o five orders of magnit,ude from t,le viscous t,o the inviscid zones. 
Of t.liese solut.ions t,he most. difficult. t,o coniput,e was the higher angle of attack case: at, lower 
alpha the separation at the strake edge and t,he gradiends at the wing leading edge are not as 
pronounced; therefore, t,he time step could be increased and a converged solution was achieved 
more rapidly. The h i ,  = 0.9, cy = 2", 4" and 6" cases t,ook approximately 2000, 3000, and 
3200 it,erat,ions, respectively, t,o converge. To give perspective. t,he 3200 iteration requireiiient, of 
the M, 7 0.9, ct = 6" case cost 16 hours of C'ray XMP cendral processing unit (CPU) time. 
Since efficient, programing has not. been carefully at,tended to in t81iese proof-of-concept solutions, 
it. is expected that, the process can be speeded up considerably with fundamental corrections to 
enhance vectorization and minimize t,iiiie consuming data transfer. Preliininary indications point 
to  a near term savings of 50%. 
A 6" angle of at,tack is not high relative to  what, the F-16A can achieve in flight, but is high 
enough to  generat,e the fluid phenomena of int,erest,, and is 6he maximum alpha we have been 
able to compute for these turbulent flows to date. Grid clust>ering in the directions normal to the 
aircraft. surface provide adequate definition of the BL. The first. grid point off the surface in the 
viscous sublayer is typically at. a ys value of 5-8 as coiiiputed using equation 3.24. 
As shown in figure 34, t.he computed results are quantitatively in good agreement with the 
experimendal pressure coefficient distributions on the fuselage centerline and at. four spanwise 
stat.ions on t,he wing. The compression and expansion over the canopy, the suction peak near t,he 
leading edge, and the oblique/normal shock coiiibinat,ion near the wingtip are all capt,ured. Finer 
streamwise resolution, t.0 be used in forthconiing grids, is needed to improve the accuracy of their 
depiction. Siiiiilar t,rends were observed in t*he comparison of t,he M, = 0.9, cy = 4" coiiiput,ed 
data to experinient.al data, as-depicted in figure 35. Preliminary coniput.ations (ref. 2'2) indicate 
that. wit.11 increased resolution, the computed aft noriiial shock will extend fart.lier inboard, in 
better agreement, with experiment. The shock features of this solution are well det.ailed by the 
computed surface pressure contours and Mach cont.ours near t,he BL edge shown in figures 36 and 
37. It. is worth iiient,ion that the Mach cont*our clustering indicat.ed at. t.he wing-fuselage junct,ure 
region in figure 3 i  is a result of' graphical presentation t.eclinique. It. is caused by t.he use of 
constant-index noriiial surfaces, which dip int.0 t.he BL in corner regions. 
Experiiiiental oil-flow visualizat,ion for t.hese condi t,ions ( Ref. '20) is shown in figure 38, while 
figure 39 shows a enlargement of t,he sbrake-wing junct w e  region. Coniparisons of figures 38 and 
39 wibh the analogous coniputed surface-part.icle t.races in figures 40 and 41 reveal agreement that, 
t,he flow field, on t.he wing upper surface, remains att.ached from t.he leading edge to the shock- 
induced separat,ion. 0 1 1  t.he drake t,he spacing i n  the spanwise direction, approaching the edge. 
has been refined wit h additional zones in subsequent grids. The comput.ed secondary separat,ion 
and reat,t.achiiient lines are well capt,ured, and compare favorably t.0 the oil flow. The very faint. 
separation line near t.lie inboard leading edge in figure 39 is not. capt,ured in t,he coiiiputat>ion; 
iriadequak leading-edge definition may have caused t.he discrepancy. The experiiiiental oil flow 
(fig. 38 j aiso shows t.he iioriiiai shock iocat'ed fart.lier aft. blian does t . lx computed result,, i.r!iic!? 
is appropriate since wind-t,unnel walls were not) modeled. As not,ed wit,h t,he pressure coefficient, 
dist.ribut.ions, the coiiiput,ed normal shock should also ext.end farblier inboard. Comparison be- 
t,ween t,lie experimental and coiiiput,ed results in the vicinit.y of the wingtip is difficult, since the 
wind-t.unne1 model had t.ip iiiissiles and missile rails, whereas the comput.ed configurat.ion does not. 
yet. cont,ain these feat,ures. The spanwise resoliitioii is also iiladeq"at,e t,o accurzt.ely capture tip 
separation until more points are added, as was done by Srinivassan et. al. (ref. 23) in a t.ip-vort,ex 
study. 
Figures 42 and 43 display contours of constant vorticity and total pressure in the cross-flow 
plane located just aft of the strake-wing juncture. The perspective is from upstream, slightly 
inboard and above. In both representations the core of the primary vortex is well defined, as is 
the shear energy in the BL near the wing leading edge. The corresponding cross-flow velocity 
vectors are shown in figure 44. Examination of the core region reveals the clockwise flow direction 
of the vortex. The discontinuities in the vorticity contours (fig. 42) occur a t  a zonal interface, 
and are caused by one-sided spatial differencing used to calculate this derived quantity from 
tlie coiiiputed velocities. For comparison, no discontinuities are apparent in tlie total pressure 
contours (fig. 43), since they are obtained directly from algebraic nianipulation of the primitive 
solution variables. For these conditions the secondary vortex suggested by the surface-particle 
traces and oil flow patterns is coiiipressed well within the BL. 
* 
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These results niay be compared to those of Karman et al. (ref. 6), in which a very accurate 
surface modeling of the F-16A geometry was fit with a coarse Euler grid of .500,000 points. 
Vnfortunately the explicit, Euler approach employed was extremely expensive, costing over 20 
hours of C'RAY XMP/48 CPU time without converging an M, = 0.9, ct = 4" case. 
4.5.3 Laminar flow cases.- A quasi-laminar subsonic solution was obtained for M, = 
0.6, Q = lo", and Re = 8.0 x106. Although t,he Reynolds number is well above the expect,ed 
t.ransit.ion Reynolds number, t,lie t.urbulence iiiodel was not, employed because it. would not. have 
been effective wit,li t,he slight.ly coarsened grid required to converge the solut.ion in t.liis higher 
incidence case. It, t,ook 1200 it.erat.io1i.s t.0 drop bhe error residual over t,liree orders of iiiagIiit,ude 
in all zones, at, a cost, of 6 cpu hr of Cray XMP/48 t,ime. Subsequently. laiiiiriar cases were 
computed using Re = 1..5 x lo4 t.o match water-tunnel test. condit.ions for comparison wit.11 flow 
visualization (Ref. 21). 
Cross-flow velocity vect,ors for this case are shown in figure 45. The viewpoint, is t.he same 
as that used in figure 44. The strake-generat,ed vortex appea.rs to be 1ocat.ed fart,lier from t.he 
drake-wing juncture surface than was the case for M, = 0.9, a = 6" (fig. 44). This vort.ex also 
has a inore visible inderact.ion with the high-velocity flow over t,lie wing leading edge, and wit.11 the 
BL. Close exaiiiinat,ioii of t,he velocity vectors underneath tlie clockwise-rot.at.ine; primary vorbex 
reveals a count.er-clock~~iise-rot.at,ing secondary vort.ex, and acljaceiit. to j t. a. clock~~ise-rotat,iii~ 
t.ert.iary const.ruct,ion. A diagram depicting the relationship between t.liese vort,ical st ruct.ures is 
shown in  figure 46, which was adapt,ed from a drawing by Luckring (ref. 24) for an experimental 
st,rake-wing irivestiga.tion. The t,ert.iary vordex under t.he secondary was not detect,ed in the 
coiiiput,ed resu1t.s. hut evidence of its exist.ence in  t,he experinient.al flow is suggest.ed by t.lie gap 
bet ween t.he seconda.ry sepa.rat,ion lines indicat.ed hy the oil ridges observed in figue 39. The 
orange-mageiit,a-colored ve1ocit.y vect.ors in figure 4.5 suggest. the interaction of t.he high-velocit,y 
flow over t,lie leading edge which is furt.lier accelerated by t.he vort.ica1 shake-flow. 
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Cont.ours of vort.ici t.y and t.ot,al pressure for t lie same solut.ion and perspective are displayed 
in figures 47 and 48. respect.ively, and yield more informat.ion a.nd corrohorat,ion of t,he vortical 
act,ivit.y present.. The blue vort.icity contours in  figure 47 i1idicat.e the presence of dlie secondary 
vortex core. They change sign froni t,he primary coiit,ours above t lieiii, highlighting t.lieir opposit,e 
sense of rot.at.ion. Alt~liough t.he t,ot.al pressure cont.ours of figure 48 do riot. indicate t.he secondary 
vort,ex core, tlie primary core stands out ~ as does blie genesis for t.he (clockwise-ro6at.ing) wing-root, 
vortex adjacent to i t ,  indicated by tlie closed niagenta contours. 
Both Wortman (ref. 25) and Erickson (ref. 26) have warned against, relying on water-tunnel 
flow visualization for coinparison to high Reynolds nuniber experiiiieiit,s and solut'ious. Erickson 
in particular suggest,ed that low-angle-of-at.t,ack coniparisons were invalid because t.he ent,raiiiment. 
- 
of turbulent fluid from the wake causes premature vortex bursting. He suggests that for higher 
angles of attack, say above cr = lo" ,  and for higher leading-edge sweep angles the comparisons 
have more validity. In this regime the flows are vortex-dominated, and BL effects, which are 
Reynolds-number-sensitive, are not as significant. For these reasons the following comparisons 
have been used as a guide to understanding the interaction process, rather than as a definitive 
indicator of the flow behavior at higher Reynolds numbers. 
Computed particle traces for this quasi-laminar case are shown in figure 49. The particles are 
released at selected points near the body surface, and are allowed to move freely in all directions. 
Figure 49 shows that the strake vortex, indicated by yellow traces at the core surrounded by red 
traces on the periphery, is pulled spanwise underneath the wing-root or wing leading-edge vortex, 
which is represented by a blue core circled by iliagent a traces. This representation compares 
favorably with the water-tunnel flow visualization shown in figure 50, which was obtained by 
Malcolm and Skow (Ref. 27) for an F-16-like geoinetry with an extended fuselage and a more 
highly swept wing. 
A schematic examination of vortical int.eraction in the cross-flow plane, as drawn in figure 51 
for t,wo st,ages in the evolut,ion, suggeds why the strake vortex A is forced under the wing- 
root, vort.ex B, and why bosh move outboard spanwise. This perspective is from downstream 
and above the trailing edge, and represents what might develop froin the initial interaction of the 
vort,ices near the leading edge, t,o where they might wind around each ot,her near the trailing edge: 
Shake vortex A feels the downward force of wing-root vortex B, combined with t,he spanwise and 
downward force of fuselage mirror-vortex A'. Vortex B feels the upward force of vortex A, along 
wit.11 the spanwise force of mirror-vortex B'. Other mirror effects are deemed t,o be secondary 
because of dist,ance froin A or B. It is also probable that. the strake vort,ex is weakening because 
of the dist,ance traveled froin its formation and resultant. dissipat,ion, whereas t.lie wing-root. vortex 
is both nearer to its source, and is fed by a stronger source. 
To gain further insight, into the behavior and int.eract,ioii of t,he strake and wing vortices, a 
water-tunnel t.est, was carried out in cooperation wit,h G. Malcolm and L. Schiff (ref. 21) in t.he 
Anies-Dryden Research Center's FVF. The inodellised was an F-lGA, wit.11 bhe except.ion t.liat. 
the fuselage was cut off ahead of the empennage area (figs. 52 and 53). The water-t,unnel model 
had a flow-through inlet capability, and test.s were cotiduct>ed over a range of inlet~-flow condit,ions. 
The experimental dye traces more closely matched the computed partaide traces when the inlet. 
flow was coinpletely blocked, better siiiiulating the pressure build up caused by the faired-over 
inlet. The coinparison to coniputatioii is sbill not, that good, suggesting that, the inlet and aft. 
fuselage differences are significant.. Figure 53, which shows the flow-through inlet. result, gives no 
indicat'ion of vortex interaction. 
A laminar solut.ion was obtained at. M, = 0.3, a = lo" ,  and Re = 1.5 x l o4 ,  t.0 iiiore 
closely match t,he water- t.unnel test conditions. Particles were released from t,he same locat,ions 
as t,liose for the quasi-laminar case shown in figure 49, and the result,ing part,icle draces are shown 
in figure 54. A coiiiparison of figures 49 and 54 shows that. in t.he lower Macli/Reynolds number 
coiiiput.at,ion t.lie t,he t,races st.ayed farther inboard as t,liey nloved aft.. The wing-root, vort,ex 
dill drew the strake vortex beneath it, but for this lower Reynolds nuiiiber solution t.liey coiled 
prior to reaching the trailing edge, in contrast, to t,he previous case. A n  addit,ional solut.ion was 
coiiiputed at, the lower Reynolds number, Re = 1.5 x lo4,  but wit.li 14, = 0.6. Part,icles were 
again released froin tlio same locat.ions as those in figares 49 2nd 54: and t.lie resiult.ing part,icle 
t.races are shown in figure 55. The Mach nuiiiber increase appears to shift the part,icle traces 
farther inboard spanwise, but does not modify t.lie basic inderact,ion bet.ween t.he st,rake-generat.ed 
and wing-root. vort,ices. 
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Other water-flow visualization st,udies display a significant, vort,ex int,eract.ion for similar 
configurat,ions. One is a water-sled hydrogen-bubble flow visualization obtained by Thompson 
(ref. 28), shown in figure 56, for a double-delta wing at! slightly higher angle of att.ack. The 80” 
sweep angle of the first delta closely approximates the the F-16 strake varying-sweep angles, and 
6he 40” sweep angle of t,he second delta mat,ches the F-16 leading-edge sweep. In t.his flow the 
cores do not translate as far outboard spanwise because there is no fuselage to aid t,he iiiovenient. 
Flow visualization for an F-16A geometry at a = 8”, obtained by Erickson (ref. 26) and shown 
in figure 57, suggests ent,rainnient, of t,he st,rake vort,ex by t.he wing-root, vort,ex. This flow visual- 
ization may be misleading, however, because it. appears that the dye may have been released on 
the periphery of t.he st.rake vort,ex core. 
Although t,he wat.er-t,unnel flow visualizations described in  the aforeiiientioned  experiment.^ 
do not, rigorously mat.ch t.he behavior of the coiiiput,ed part,icle t,races, t,he same fundaiiient,al 
vortical convection and interaction processes are captured by both, with variat,ions because of 
Reynolds number, Mach number, and configuration differences. The differences in t.he vort.ex 
inderactions of the flow-through versus the blocked-inlet experiment, (figs. 52 and 53) highlight 
the importance of incorporating the flow-through inlet., with proper mass flow condit,ions. 
Surface-particle traces are the coriiputational analogy of experimental oil-flow visualizations, 
since the particles are released just above the body surface and move with the local flow velocity. 
Surface-particle t.races for the solution computed at. M,. = 0.6, a = 10” and Re = 8.0 x106 
are displayed in figure 58, while figure 59 shows the associated crit,ical-point- analysis. Figure 60 
depict,s an enlarged detail of t.he shake-wing juncture area of the computed particle traces shown 
in figure 58. It, is not.eworthy dhat the separation line near and parallel to the wing leading edge, 
detect,ed in the oil-flow visualizat.ion of figure 39, is captured in these coriiputed particle t,races. 
Figure 61 shows a topological analysis of figure 60, emphasizing the appropriate secondary vort.ex 
separat.ion and reat t achnient line relat.ionships. 
The cross flow separat.ioii/reat,tachnieiit lines of figure 60 seem to disappear just. aft, of t.he 
sbrake- wing junct.ure; t.his suggest,s the area in which the vortices might’ physically lift off t.he 
surface, bliough t.hey iiiaint.ain proxiiiiit,y to the wing until they dissipat,e furt.lier aft.. The relat.ive 
1ocat.ion of these separat.ion and reatt,achment lines is t,he same as displayed for t,he turbulent, 
calculation at  M, = 0.9, o = 6” in figure 39, but. in  that. case the phenoniena are pressed closer 
to the strake edge. Whet.lier t,hese cross-flow separat,ions are “true” separations, or something else 
since they neither begin nor seein to end at, specific crit,ical p0int.s is a hot,ly debat,ed t,opic. How- 
ever, their existence in both coniputat.iona1 and experiiiient a1 observations, and t,he consist.ency 
of t.heir physical interact,ions wit,h the surrounding flow-fields is not questioned. 
The relationship of Qhe t.wo count.er-rot.at,iiig foci evident. in figure 59 is typical for a low- 
aspect.-ratio wing at. 1iioderat.e angles of att.ack. This wing analysis is very similar t,o a delta wing 
analysis done by Legendre (ref. 90) wibh t,he addit,iori o f  a node at t.he t.ip reflect,ing the wing-tip 
vortex origin not. present in t.lie delt,a. The oil visualization photograph of figure 62 for t,he Pre- 
YF- 1 GA configurat.ion at. higher hl, and t.he same angle of at.t.ack shows topological siiiiilarit,y to 
t.he analysis in figure 59. The same two count.er-rot,at.fnff foci appear as i n  figure 59, but. furt,her 
aft, 1iea.r t,he t,railing-edge flap. This pair produces wha.t, lias been t.eriiied a “iii~islirooiii-cap”-t.ype 
separa t.ion, as suggest,ed by the free-st,reaiii flow which is forced over t.he separat,ion region which 
they a.nchor. 
The sclieniatic in figure 63 displays tlie fundaiiient~al fluid int,eract,ions occuring above the 
wing fuselage for this solut.ion. The coiiiput,at,ioiial analysis at. t,he wingt,ip is largely estiniat.ed 
since the grid is not. yet, fine enough to resolve t,he flow detail in t.liis area. A videot.ape of die dye 
iiioveiiient,, made during t,he wat.er-tunnel test,, has proven invaluable in developing yerspect,ive 
for what. has been coniput.ed. 
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It is striking that the surface-particle traces for the lower Reynolds nuinber cases; (Re 1.3 x 
lo4), M, = 0.6 (figs. 64 and 65) and M, = 0.3 (fig. 66) do not display the secondary cross-flow 
separation or reattachment lines on the strake seen in figure 60. The surface-particle traces for 
these cases all flow spanwise to the strake edge to support the primary vortex formation. The 
other wing flow critical point features seem similar to the high Reynolds number result. 
As suggested by Peake and Tobak (ref. 91) ,  a three-dimensional figure which has had critical 
point arialysis coinpleted over its entire surface should follow certain rules of topological graniniar. 
For instance the total number of nodal singular points (including foci) on a body should exceed the 
total nuinber of saddle singular points by exactly two. This sort of analysis should be accomplished 
011 the present configuration once the grid refinement is adequate to capture the major features 
expected. This type of evaluation is helpful in establishing the accuracy of a computed solution, 
in  terins of the probability of its correctly capturing the major flow features present. Further 
insight into critical point analysis of flow visualization phenomena is contained in other papers 
by Tobak and Peake (refs. 92-94). 
5 .  CONCLUSIONS 
5.1 Summary 
Tlie accomplishments of this research entail advancement in three areas of inquiry: (1) zonal 
solution approaches, (2) application of numerical methods for solving the Euler/Navier-St,okes 
equations, and (3) fluid mechanics evaluation. 
? 
Zonal approaches designed to tailor solution areas for both geomet,ry simplification and the 
application of alternative equation sets selectively have been used before. However, never t,o tlie 
author’s knowledge, has this been accomplished for highly complicated fighter-type geometries 
with any form of t,he Navier-Stokes equations. The t,hin-layer Navier-Stokes equations were solved 
for a flow-field grid around the strake-wing-body configuration modified from a General Dynamics 
F-1GA aircraft, geometry. This grid contained approximately 300,000 points. Tlie difficulty of 
st.retching grids to properly capt,ure turbulent propert,ies in t,he BL wit.1iout needlessly refining 
t,he grid away from t.lie body has been t,he major obst,acle. The versati1it.y of t,his method was 
demonstrated by the addition of extra zones to tlie strake region to improve vortex capture 
during t,he course of t,he research. The ZONER approach accomplishes this task in a relatively 
st,raightforward way which holds promise for application to virtually any vehicle geometry. 
In these applicadions viscous effect,s were computed normal to all aircraft surfaces, which 
meant viscous solut,ions in two directions in corner regions sucli as the wing-fuselage junct,ures. 
Viscous effects were also coiiiput,ed in wake zones, including regions behind the wing t,railing edge, 
and regions outboard of tlie tip where the roll-up vortex may be captured. Laminar solutions 
were generated for qualit,ative comparison with water tunnel flow visualization, and for critical 
point. analysis. Turbulent. solutions were generated at moderate angles of attack for quantit,at.ive 
comparison to wind tunnel data, and for qualitative comparison to wind tunnel flow visualiza- 
t,ion. Tlie turbulent calculations employed an algebraic eddy-viscosity turbulence model, which 
provided reasonable separation effects when compared to wind tunnel dat.a. 
Extensive use of video graphic simulation was made to analyse the part,icle t.race behavior of 
several of the solutions. Tliis was done to distinguish the primary fluid niechanisnis interacting 
in t.he flow field, to better understand the process in the hopes of using design to control those 
int.eractions. Various grammars of topological analysis were considered in developing the critical 
point. evaluat.ion which resulted. The aut.lior has confidence that, fundament,al inderactions which 
occur between t.he drake-generated vort,ices and t,he wing-generat.ed vort.ices at. m0derat.e angles 
of at,tack have been correctly captured and depict.ed. 
The proper exploitation of tlie capture and analysis of separat.ed viscous phenomena was 
the h i e  objective of this research. Good quantit,ative and qualitat,ive agreement was observed in 
t.lie comparison of tlie accomplished coiiiput,ed data t,o 1mt.h wind tunnel and water t.unnel dat.a 
and flow visualization, sucli that. confidence can be placed in  the TNS solution approach. Tliis 
t,ool may now be fruitfully employed to design st.rake-~~~ing-fuselage configurations for full-aircraft. 
evaluat.ions. In modern high-perforiilaIice aircraft designs, t.lie capture of transonic separated 
aerodynamics is probably the most, challenging aspect.. In this domain tlie TNS approach is 
both necessary and adequate. At, lower augles of at.t.ack, and airspeeds well away from t,he sonic 
condit,ion, less complicat.ed design tools niay be employed. 
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5.2 Recommendations for Future Work 
There are a range of recommendations which may be made for this research covering the 
three areas of accomplishment iiientioned above: ( 1 ) zonal solution approaches, (2) application 
of numerical methods for the Euler/Navier-Stokes Equations, and (3)  fluid mechanics evaluation. 
There is a need to add more points to the grids presently in use to resolve regions of separated 
flow in a lateral sense. The recent availability of the CRAY 2 coniputer system will allow for larger 
grids without the coiiiplicat,ed dat>a transfer problenis which previously have accompanied such 
an increase. In addition to resolving the flow features which occur in the present grid, there is 
a strong desire to  model the entire F-16A geonietry by gridding the tail surfaces and the flow- 
t.hrough inlet and exhaust. This will provide more reasonable comparison to the flow-through 
inlet wind tunnel data which is available. It will also make the TNS code a more appropriate 
design tool since propulsion-integration effects are so significant to the inboard aerodynamics near 
the strake-wing junct we. Other researchers are currently at work integrating these feat.ures. 
Modifications to the numerical algorithm, other than improvements to its efficiency which are 
evolving during the course of other work, might include the exercise of tinie accurate capability, 
better capture of shock properties and iinproved turbulence niodeling. The use of the tinie 
accurate feature of the Beam-Warming (ref. 28) algorithm currently contained within the TNS 
code is problematical because wit,liout the use of local time-stepping which destroys time accuracy, 
tlie code is virtually unusable because it beconies too slow. Even for the steady-state solutions 
presently computed, an increase in efficienty of several factors is needed to make it  a practical 
design tool. The incorporation of tot al-variation-diminishing (TVD) type schemes to improve 
shock capture has been developed for the ARC3D (ref. 27) solution kernel of the TNS Code, and 
may be relatively easy to incorporate. 
The application of the Degani-Schiff (ref. 82) niodification to tlie Baldwin-Loniax (ref. 10) 
turbulence model should improve forebody vortex capt ure capability when higher aoa solutions 
are computed. Alternative turbulence niodels should be implemented as they become available 
to iniprove separation capture. A likely prospect is a niodel under developiiient patterned off the 
Johnson-King (ref. 11 ) two-dimensional half-equation turbulence model. Along with the improved 
capture of these separated effects, effort should be expended tao further develop the topological 
quantification of the interacting fluid niechanisms. Without the development of iiieasures of merit 
for the vortical interactions which take place, the designers’ efforts to control these mechanisiiis 
will be piecemeal and tentative. 
A final recommendation is to  use the TNS codes for other vehicle geometries: This is appro- 
priate both to evaluate the code with alternative data sources, and to begin its realistic application 
as a design tool. Programs already underway include analysis of the transonic flight regimes of 
hypersonic vehicles, and a projected NASA evaluation of the Northrup F-18. This code is being 
seriously considered by several major airframe design companies to assist in  the development, of 
their Advanced Tactical Fighter ( ATF) candidates for the USAF design competition. 
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APPENDIX A 
FLUX JACOBIAN AND VISCOUS COEFFICIENT MATRICES 
The flux jacobians A,B, and <' are given by 
where 
and, for example to obtain a, 
also, the viscous coefficient- iiiat,rix is given by 
M n  = 
wit’h 
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APPENDIX B 
- 
a Q - 
a(. + i x c )  a( 'u. - bzc)  - 
a(v  + Lyc) a ( v  - k , c )  - 
a ( w  + i , c )  a(u7 - k , c )  
a[($* + c*)/(y - 1 )  + CB] a[(@ + C2)/(7 - 1 )  - ctj] 
SIMILARITY TRANSFORMATION MATRICES 
( B . 1 )  
The similarity transformation matrix for the Jacobian matrices A, l?, and e is 
where, k = t7  7, and ( for 
given by 
8, and 6 respedvely. Also, the inverse transformation niat.rix is 
1i:p-l 
+i,(y - 1)17c-2] 
i y ( y  - l)ryc-' 
[ i + p - l  
t L ( y  - 1)17c-2] 
/ 3 [ i y c  - (y  - 1)4 
- q i y c  + ( y  - 1 ) P ]  
- 
. -  
[I-&-' + It,(? - 1)wc-2] -Ity(y - - 1 ) C 2  
i , ( y  - 1)u,c-~  
,L3[k,c - (y  - 1)w] 
- /3[ i tc  + (y  - 1)24 P(r - 1 )  - 
- L ( y  - l)c-' 
d(7 - 1 )  
(B .2 )  
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Fig. 1. Natural visualization of F-16A strake-generated vortices. 
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Fig. 2. General-curvilinear coordinate transformation from physical to compu- 
tational space [44]. 
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Fig. 3. Comparison of body-fitted to interfering, non-aligned grids. 
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Fig. 4. Zonal-interface alternatives. 
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Fig. 5. A) C-type , b) 0-type and c) H-type airfoil mesh topologies converted 
from physical to computational space. 
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Fig. 6. The grid structure around a fuselage cross-section for a) 0-mesh and b) 
H-mesh fuselage topologies. 
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Fig. 7. Threeview diagram of the General Dynamics F-16A aircraft [39]. 
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Fig. 8. Examples of: a) unreflexed (or Gothic) and b) reflexed strake planforms. 
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Fig. 10. Elliptically generated baseflowfield grid [42]. 
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Fig. 11. Parabolically generated baseflowfield grid [40]. 
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Fig. 12. Front-quarter and rear-quarter views of the surface grid [42]. 
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Fig. 13. Two-dimensional slice of flowfield grid cross-section normal to stream- 
wise direction [42]. 
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Fig. 14. Planform view of coarse-flowfield grid [42]. 
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Fig. 15. Two-dimensional slice of flowfield cylindrical surface showing airfoil at 
mid-spm [42]. 
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Fig. 16. Forebody fuselage cylinder a) on the surface, and b) one station normal 
to the surface (421. 
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Fig. 17. Chordwise slice of four-zone wing grid at mid-span [44]. 
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Fig. 18. Schematic of zonal boundaries on the aircraft surface and in the plane 
containing the wing chordlines (Cuts a, b and c are depicted in Fig. 19). 
I 
Fig. 19. Schematics of zoned cross-sectional cuts a, b and c (from Fig. 18) 
normal to the streamwise direction. 
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Fig. 20. Schematics of zoned circumferential grid slices corresponding to 2 and 
7 base-grid-stations normal to the aircraft surface. 
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Fig. 21. Cell frameworks a) without and b) with clustered interior points. 
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schematic of Fig. 19b). 
22. Clustered grid slice normal to the streamwise direction (matches 
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Fig. 23. Clustered grid slice containing airfoil (matches schematic of Fig. 20b). 
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Fig. 24. Interface procedure between fine and coarse zones [44]. 
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Fig. 25. Sample convergence rates of the diagonal and block AD1 methods; 
four-zone solution of a NACA 0012 wing at M, = 0.826, a = 2 O  [50]. 
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Fig. 26. Special interface region between zones which straddle the plane con- 
taining the airfoil chordline. 
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Fig. 27. Cross section of fuselage forebody showing zonal interfaces at plane 
split by strake edge. 
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Fig. 28. Detail of Fig. 27 showing strake-edge interface between ZONES 17 and 
18. 
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Fig. 29. Classification and depiction of critical points [73]. 
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Fig. 30. A combination of two nodal points of attachment and a saddle point 
[701. 
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Fig. 31. Flow strutcture in the cross-flow plane [82]. 
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Fig. 32. Behavior of F(y) at large incidence [82]. 
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Fig. 33. Illustration of " s t r e d i e s "  and "sectional streamlines" [44]. 
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Fig. 34. Coefficient of pressure (C,) comparisons; M, = .9, CY = 6.1S0, 
Re = 4 . 5 ~  lo6 (turbulent solution). 
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Fig. 35. Coefficient of pressure (C,) comparisons; M, = .9, a! = 4.12O, 
Re = 4.5 x lo6 (turbulent solution). 
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Fig. 36 Computed pressure contours on the wing-fuselage planform; M, = 0.9, 
a! = 6.15", Re = 4 . 5 ~ 1 0 ~  (turbulent case). 
Fig. 37 Computed Mach contours on the wing-fuselage planform: M, = 0.9, 
a = 6.15", Re 4.5 = x106 (turbulent case). 
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Fig. 38. F-16A wind-tunnel oil-flow visualization [39]; M, = 0.9, a = 6.15", 
Re = 4.5 xlOo. 
97 
Fig. 39. Oil-flow visualization of strakewing juncture [39]; M, = 0.9, a = 6.1S0, 
Re = 4.5 ~10'. 
c -2 
Fig. 40. Computed surface-particle traces; M, = 0.9, a = 6.15", Re = 4.5 x106. 
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Fig. 41. Detail of computed surface-particle traces in strake-wing juncture; 
M, = 0.9, CY = 6.1S0, Re = 4.5 x106. 
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Fig. 42 Computed cross-flow vorticity contours above the strake; M, = 
a: = 6.15", Re = 4.5 x10* (turbulent case). 
0.9, 
Fig. 43 Computed pressure contours above the strake; M, = 0.9, Q! = 6.15O, 
Re = 4.5 x106 (turbulent case). 
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Fig. 44 Computed cross-flow velocity vectors above the strake; M, = 0.9, a! = 6.15”, 
Re = 4.5 x106 (turbulent case). 
Fig. 45 Computed cross-flow velocity vectors above the strake; M, = 0.6, CY = 10.Oo, 
Re = 8.0 x106 (quasi-laminar case). 
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Fig. 46. Cross-flow topology of vortical interactions above strake. 
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Fig. 47 Computed cross-flow vorticity contours above the strake; M, = 0.6, 
a! = 10.Oo, Re = 8.0 x106 (quasi-laminar case). 
Fig. 48 Computed pressure contours above the strake; M, = 0.6, a! = 
Re = 8.0 x106 (quasi-laminar case). 
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Fig. 49 Unrestricted vortex-interaction particle traces, for M, = 0.6, a! = 10.0", 
Re = 8.0 x106 (quasi-laminar case). 
Fig. 50 F-16A-like water-tunnel flow visualization; a! = 15.0°, Re = 1.5 x104 
(Ref. 27). 
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Fig. 51. Vortex interaction schematic in cross-flow plane at strake-wing juncture. 
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Fig. 52 F-16A water-tunnel flow visualization, for Q = 10.Oo, Re = 1.5 x104, 
&inlet = 0 (Ref. 21). 
Fig. 53 F-16A water-tunnel flow visualization, for Q = 10.Oo, Re = 1.5 x104, 
&inlet = 1.0 (Ref. 21). 
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Fig. 54 Unrestricted vortex-interaction particle traces, for M, = 0.6, a = 10.0", 
Re = 1.5 x104 (laminar). 
Fig. 55 Unrestricted vortex-interaction particle traces, for M, = 0.3, a = 10.0", 
Re = 1.5 x104 (laminar). 
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Fig. 56. Double-delta configuration water-tunnel flow visualization [91]; a! = 
15.0°, Re = 1 . 5 ~ 1 0 ~ .  
Fig. 57. F-l6A water-tunnel flow visualization [89]; a! = 8.0°, Re = 3.0 x104 
per foot. 
Fig. 58. Locally-restricted surface-particle traces; M, = 0.6, a = 10.Oo, 
Re = 8.0 x lo8 (quasi-laminar case). 
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M,= 0.6 a =  10" 
Fig. 59. Critical point analysis of surface-particle traces in Fig. 58. 
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Fig. 60. Detail of Fig. 58 for strake-wing juncture region; M, = 0.6, CY = 10.0", 
Re = 8.0 x106 (quasi-laminar case). 
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Fig. 61. Critical point analysis of surface-particle traces on strake in Fig. 60. 
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Fig. 62. Pre-YF-16A wind-tunnel oil-flow visualization; M, = 0.9, a = 10.71°, 
Re = 5.0 x106. 
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LEADING EDGE 
RAILING EDGE 
Fig. 63. Vortical schematic of primary flow properties above the wing; 
M, = 0.6, a = 10.0", Re = 8.0 x10" (quasi-laminar case). 
. 
Fig. 64. Locally-restricted surface-particle traces on F16-A geometry; 
M, = 0.6, a! = 10.Oo, Re = 1.5 x104 (laminar case). 
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Fig . 65. Locally-res t ric t ed surface-part icle traces on s t rake-wing detail; 
M, = 0.6, LY = 10.Oo, Re = 1.5 x104 (laminar case). 
Fig. 66. Locally-restricted surface-particle traces on F16-A geometry; 
M, = 0.3, a = 10.Oo, Re = 1.5 x104 (laminar case). 
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